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The	Windows	Mobile®	6	Product	Reference	Guide	provides	core	information	about	the	exciting	new	
features	included	in	the	release	of	Windows	Mobile	6.	Windows	Mobile	helps	businesses	thrive	by	
helping	people	to	perform	their	best	when	mobile.	Windows	Mobile	6	is	the	next	major	wave	toward	
winning	in	the	business	segment,	and	it	builds	on	the	existing	Windows	Mobile	value	proposition.	This	
document	can	be	used	in	two	ways:	first,	to	provide	a	full	understanding	of	both	the	positioning	and	
messaging	as	well	as	the	features	of	the	Windows	Mobile	6	release,	and	second,	as	a	reference	guide	to	
help	understand	new	features.
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Introduction to Windows Mobile 6
Windows Mobile® 6 represents the next major release of Windows Mobile platform after Windows 
Mobile 5.0. Windows Mobile 6 delivers advanced mobile communications, increased mobile productivity, 
and integrated mobile business performance with a consistent and familiar Microsoft® software 
experience.

Advanced Mobile Communications
Windows Mobile 6 introduces a new degree of efficiency and fidelity to Microsoft Office Outlook® 
Mobile, delivering a more powerful mobile communications experience to the user. Only Windows 
Mobile offers the genuine mobile Microsoft Office Outlook experience, helping to provide more efficient 
management of e-mail. Flexible connections and new account setup are designed to improve the  
e-mail setup experience. Users have faster access to contacts; higher fidelity messages help to increase 
readability; and increased protection of confidential messages and documents helps provide security. 
Windows Mobile 6 also offers more flexible connections to the desktop. Windows Live™ offers a rich 
experience for Windows Mobile 6 users.

Increased Mobile Productivity
Windows Mobile 6 provides an increased level of productivity by helping users reach deeper into 
available information where they previously may have had no access when mobile. Greater control 
and visibility of Outlook Mobile Calendar information helps users better manage their day. Along with 
greater collaboration and operability with Microsoft Exchange Server, Microsoft Office SharePoint® 
Servers, and file shares, the new Microsoft Office Mobile application suite improves access to information 
while mobile. With Windows Mobile 6, users have access to information through the Windows Mobile 
experience, while enhancements to Microsoft Internet Explorer® Mobile and Windows Live Search are 
designed to improve the online experience. 

Integrated Mobile Business Performance
Windows Mobile 6 delivers increased device control and security features and greater operability 
with Exchange Server and other productivity tools to help businesses efficiently deploy, manage, and 
help secure Windows Mobile solutions. Windows Mobile 6 offers simplified administration, increased 
monitoring and flexible policy management with Exchange Server 2007; increased device control 
and security features enhance integrated mobile business performance. Combined with new in-ROM 
capabilities for Line-of-Business (LOB) applications, Windows Mobile 6 provides the highest standard 
for LOB application development and deployment. Additionally, Windows Mobile 6 provides mobile 
operators with new business solution improvements in device management, portal experiences, mobile 
e-commerce, and IP telephony.

Section 1: Overview
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Top Features by Audience
This section provides guidance on the top features for select audiences.

 Mobile 
Operators OEMs Business 

Customers IT Professionals Developers

OMA DM v1.2 More SKU 
modularity

Smart searches: 
Smartfilter, OTA 
Exchange Server 
search, GAL

New device lock 
and pin policies

High 5.0 
Windows mobile 
application 
compatibility

Phone 
integration 
throughout UI

Board Support 
Packages

Storage card 
encryption

Storage card 
encryption and 
remote wipe

.NET Compact 
Framework 2.0 
(In-ROM)

Increased 
browser support 
for mobile 
standards

Virtual memory 
improvements

Flagging 
messages

AES 128 and 256 
implementation 
for SSL

SQL Server 2005 
Compact Edition 
(In-ROM)

Windows Live for 
Windows Mobile

Improved 
hardware 
functionality: 
new display 
resolutions

SharePoint/UNC 
File Share access

Wildcard 
certificate 
support

New state and 
notification 
broker states

Windows Mobile 
Marketplace

Office Mobile Out of office 
(OOF)

PFX Import Cell network 
emulator for SDK

IP telephony IP telephony HTML e-mail 
support

New desktop 
and device 
certificate 
enrollment tools

Windows Mobile 
Marketplace

UMTS or 3G 
support

Windows 
Mobile Device 
Center partner 
customization 
options

Supports for 
viewing rights 
managed mail 
and documents

Native rights 
management 
support for mail 
and Office docs

WISP Lite

Internet sharing Improved 
predictive text 
entry (CompIME)

View meeting 
attendees

.NET CF2 SP1/
SQL Compact 
Edition

New debugging 
and performance 
tuning tools

OOBE 
configuration 
wizards

UMTS or 3G 
support

Office Mobile Simplified 
administration, 
increased 
monitoring and 
flexible policy 
management 
with Exchange 
2007

New Sound API

Language Pack Language Pack Forward meeting 
requests

WMDC 
controlled via 
Group Policy

Developing apps 
that run across 
form factors

APN work Auxiliary Display 
support

Send contact 
cards over SMS

WPAv2 Support 
for AJAX 
applications

Italics denote features that were available in Windows Mobile 5.0 AKU 3 and later.
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Windows Mobile 6 SKUs
Windows Mobile 6 SKUs optimize for simplicity, flexibility, and modularity to build Windows Mobile 
powered devices. The three basic SKUs are Windows Mobile 6 Classic, Windows Mobile 6 Standard, 
and Windows Mobile 6 Professional. In addition to the standard features available in each version, each 
also contains optional licensable components to provide additional functionality for users and provide 
differentiation among Windows Mobile powered devices. 

Windows Mobile 6 Classic
Windows Mobile 6 Classic replaces the Pocket PC and Pocket PC Premium editions for non-connected 
devices. Windows Mobile 6 Classic has the Windows Mobile base platform, has a touchscreen UI, and 
allows the user to add applications. It also includes the new Windows Live and Windows Mobile Update 
as standard components. Optional components in Windows Mobile 6 Classic include Microsoft Office 
Mobile, Remote Desktop Mobile, and Voice Command 1.6. 

Windows Mobile 6 Standard
Windows Mobile 6 Standard replaces the Windows Mobile 5.0 
Smartphone edition for the connected set of devices. Though it 
does not have a touchscreen, Windows Mobile 6 Standard includes 
the new Windows Live, Windows Mobile Update, and Windows 
Mobile Marketplace as standard features. New to Windows Mobile 
6 Standard is the licensable Microsoft Office Mobile component. IP 
telephony is a new feature for Windows Mobile that is offered for 
Windows Mobile 6 Standard devices as an optional license component. Voice Command 1.6 is available 
as a licensable component as well.

Windows Mobile 6 Professional
Windows Mobile Pocket PC Phone Edition has been replaced by 
the touchscreen-capable Windows Mobile 6 Professional SKU. Like 
Windows Mobile 6 Standard, Windows Mobile 6 Professional includes 
Windows Live, Windows Mobile Update, and Windows Mobile 
Marketplace as standard components. Windows Mobile 6 Professional 
includes a number of optional license components: Microsoft Office 
Mobile, Remote Desktop Mobile, IP Telephony, and Voice Command 
1.6.
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Section 2: Advanced Mobile Communications
Windows Mobile® 6 introduces a new level of efficiency and fidelity to Microsoft® Office Outlook® Mobile, 
delivering a more powerful mobile communications experience to the user. This section discusses the key 
new features of Windows Mobile that help improve mobile communications for users.

Faster Access to Contacts and Community of People
Windows Mobile 6 helps users stay connected with the contacts and the community they care about 
most through improved operability with the phone and quick access capabilities.

Smart On-Device Searching  in Call History and Contacts Database
Description
Smart on-device searching helps the user search through the Call History and Contacts database 
more quickly and efficiently. Smart on-device searching is now also available for Windows Mobile 6 
Professional devices, enabling users to perform quick filtering of contacts based on name or number.  
Smart on-device search has also been updated to include better removal of duplicate Call History entries 
and a matching text indicator to indicate when a match occurs. Enhancements to smart on-device 
searching have also been made for Qwerty keyboard-enabled devices. 

Call History with Full Contact Card Information
Description
Windows Mobile 6 offers significant enhancements to Call History and Contact Cards. When the user 
clicks on the contact in the Call History view, the Contact Card view opens. Additionally, there have been 
significant improvements to Call History, including:

  Providing history on all the calls related to a caller, not only 
the last call

  Improving the Summary Card for calls not associated with a 
contact

  Adding the last call made to a contact to the Contact 
Summary Card

  Listing all calls associated with a contact or number when 
auctioning on the last called item of a Summary Card

Online Global Address Book Lookup (GAL)
Description
Online Global Address Book Lookup (GAL) gives users the ability 
to search for contacts in the enterprise online address book. This 
feature accomplishes the following goals:

 Integrates the GAL search experience into the existing 
Contacts application.

 Enables a user to look up a contact in the GAL.
 Enables a user to send e-mail or text messages or call the 

person they look up from the results.
 Enables a user to add contacts they look up to their Contacts list.
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 Provides extensibility features such that e-mail and other 
applications can use the GAL look-up function.

Key Scenarios
 Ling gets to the airport and realizes that she forgot to tell her 

coworker about one remaining work item for the project they 
have been working on. She does not have her coworker in 
her address book, so she opens the Contacts application on 
her device and looks up her coworker’s e-mail address in the 
GAL. She sends a quick e-mail message to her coworker and 
then adds him to her local Contacts list so that she has the 
information for next time.

 Carlos is sitting in a meeting, wondering why the presenter 
has not shown up. No one has the presenter’s number, so 
Carlos quickly looks it up in the GAL and calls the person.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 SP2.

Voice Command 1.6
Description
Voice Command 1.6 is now available as an optional licensable 
component for Windows Mobile 6 powered devices and has been 
upgraded in this release. The following is a list of changes for the 
Voice Command 1.6 release:

 Bluetooth® hands-free support. Users can initiate Voice 
Command interactions and receive system notifications using 
a Bluetooth headset or select Bluetooth hands-free car kit. 
New acoustic models designed for 8-kilohertz (kHz) audio 
and Bluetooth audio help improve recognition quality on 
many devices and for Bluetooth headsets. 

 Voice Command is now available for both Windows Mobile 6 
Standard and Professional devices. 

 Support for A2DP/HFP combo headsets and improved media 
experience. (Please see Appendix G for more information on 
Bluetooth enhancements)

Send Contacts Over SMS
Description
Windows Mobile 6 now allows users to send contacts over SMS 
(vCards). This feature is accessible from the Contacts application. 
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More Efficient Management of E-mail
Windows Mobile 6 helps users manage their inboxes more efficiently.

Smart On-Device Searching in Messaging
Description
Smart on-device searching  in Messaging adds a filter that users can use to limit the number of e-mail 
messages that are displayed in the Messaging application’s List View to only those that match the text 

typed in by the user in the sender or in the title of the message. 
This helps give users a way to find the specific messages that they 
want without having to scan through a lengthy list of messages. 
Users may find this feature useful since only a small number of 
messages can be shown on the List View screen because of its 
small size. This helps give users a simple, powerful, and familiar 
method to access the messages they are looking for. Being able 
to quickly filter the Messaging List View will help users triage and 
manage their messages. 

Key Scenarios
Carlos is checking in for his flight but needs his confirmation code. Using his Windows Mobile 6 powered 
device, he uses the smart searching in the Messaging application to quickly find the e-mail that contains 
the information he needs.

Messaging Outlook Flags
Description
Outlook Mobile now supports the use of Follow-up Flags on 
e-mail messages.

 Users can now flag outgoing e-mail messages.
 Flags and related properties are synchronized between

 the Exchange Server and the Windows Mobile powered 
 device.

 Functionality has been added to set, clear, or complete
 flags from the List View and Read Forms.

 E-mail message reminders work with the devicewide 
 notification system. Windows Mobile powered devices
 now display similar reminders as the desktop.

 The Flag functionality is disabled and hidden for devices
 without Exchange Server 2007 partnerships.

Key Scenarios
 Carlos’s administrative assistant sets flags on e-mail messages that Carlos needs to review sooner 

rather than later. During a meeting, Carlos checks his e-mail and notices that she has flagged three 
e-mail messages. He reads them and replies with the needed information.

 Ling checks her e-mail and sees a new e-mail message from her boss. She’s about to meet a client, 
so she flags the e-mail message so that she remembers to reply after the meeting.
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Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

Out of Office Assistant
Description
The Out of Office Assistant feature gives mobile users the ability 
to retrieve and set their Out of Office (OOF) status and their 
OOF messages from their Windows Mobile 6 powered device. It 
also gives users the ability to remove their OOF status or change 
their OOF messages on their Windows Mobile 6 powered 
devices.

Key Scenarios
Ling quickly finishes packing her briefcase and runs out the door 
to catch her flight to the conference. On her way to the airport, 
she realizes that she forgot to set her Out of Office settings before 
leaving the office. She pulls out her Windows Mobile 6 powered 
device, quickly changes her status, and sets up a message to be 
sent to anyone who e-mails her while she’s away on her trip.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

Fetch E-mail
Description
The Fetch e-mail feature is a single item e-mail messaging operation that gives the user the ability to 
download a single e-mail message in its entirety instead of having to invoke a full Send/Receive action. 
It helps to increase the speed and efficiency with which the user can triage e-mail messages, and it helps 
to economize data usage by limiting a download to just the content the user wants. When the Fetch 
e-mail process concludes, the rest of the message is filled in without leaving the Read Form and without 
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changing the user’s scrolling position within the e-mail message. The Fetch e-mail feature is available in 
both the Read Form and the List View.

Key Scenarios
Ling is reading an e-mail message about a new business deal with one of her partners. Unfortunately, the 
e-mail message is cut off because by default, only the first 3 KB is downloaded. Ling wants to retrieve the 
rest of the e-mail. To do so, Ling:

 Clicks the “Get the rest of this message (4 KB)” link.
 Receives status during the download “Downloading message…”

The remainder of the message body is downloaded and filled-in without changing her current scrolling 
position, or invoking a full Send/Receive synchronization.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

Keyboard Shortcuts
Description
Keyboard shortcuts enhance the user’s experience of the messaging application by enhancing keyboard 

and keypad support. These improvements include the following:
 Keyboard shortcuts for keyboard/12-key and 30-key keypad 

equipped devices for a core set of functions in both List View 
and Read Form.

 Shortcut keys for devices with a keyboard that mimic those on 
the desktop Outlook client.

 
Key Scenarios
Following is a comprehensive list of the Keyboard Shortcuts available for Windows Mobile 6 powered 
devices:

 0 or H – List Shortcuts
 1 or A – Reply All
 2 or R – Reply
 3 or K – Mark Read/Unread
 � or F – Flag
 5 or M – Move
 6 or O – Forward
 7 or D – Delete
 8 or L – Download Message
 9 or S – Send/Receive

Improved Predictive Text Input (CompIME)
Description
CompIME provides improved text-prediction functionality. Text prediction, also called auto-completion 
or auto-selection, can significantly improve the users’ text input experience. Users see a dynamic list 
of word candidates as they type. The user then selects a completed word from this list. The words in 
the list are pulled from the content previously entered by the user combined with the entries in a static 
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dictionary. If a combination of words is entered frequently, the algorithm may offer the next word in the 
combination as part of the list. Words are ranked in the candidate list based on how recently they were 
last typed, how frequently they have been typed, and the preceding words. In Windows Mobile 6, this list 
has been expanded to show four candidate words. 

Key Scenarios
Carlos is attending a meeting, and the meeting is running late. He picks up his device and writes a quick 
e-mail to his administrative assistant.

Melissa,

The meeting is running late. Please rearrange 

our internal meeting at 15:00.

Regards,

Carlos

Because he often sends similar messages, his device suggests words 
to be used in his message so that he can compose the message 
quickly and can continue focusing on the meeting agenda.

Spelling Checker for East Asian Versions
Description
Many mobile information workers in East Asian countries do business in English and want to be able to 
verify their spelling. As a result, the East Asian versions of Windows Mobile 6 will now include an English 
spelling checker. It will be accessed and used like the Microsoft Office Word® English spelling checker.

Key Scenarios
Ling is using her Windows Mobile 6 powered device in Japan to check her work e-mail. She responds to a 
message in English and then quickly runs the spelling checker before sending it off. Her Windows Mobile 
6 powered device checks all English spellings in the e-mail message even though the language set for 
her device is Japanese.

Higher Fidelity Messages for Increased Readability
HTML Support in E-mail
Description
HTML e-mail support is an enhancement to the messaging application, allowing users to receive, view, 
compose, and send e-mail in HTML format. It also preserves 
formatting for replying and forwarding. Features include:

 Support for the following formatting options:
  Tables
  Bullets
  Colored text, formatting and fonts
  Inline images
  Hyperlinks

 Support for the following messaging transports: Microsoft 
ActiveSync® 4.5, POP, IMAP, and Exchange Server 2007.

 Users can now configure their messaging accounts with their 
preferred download format (either plain text or HTML).

  A first look of the e-mail message before the full content 
is rendered.
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  Messages may “paint” or render progressively but without layout shifting or resizing.
 The user can’t tell whether a reply originated from the device or the desktop.
 Supports HTML Smart Reply, Inline Smart Forward, Compose, and Fetch.
 Forwarded e-mail message is not shown inline as it is in desktop Outlook.
 E-mail messages can contain hyperlinks to content on the Web.
 Includes UI for controlling the presentation of HTML mail (View and Zoom).
 The security-enhanced UI helps users control downloading of offsite content as well as navigation to

 Internet content.
 Policy and user options include control of HTML payload per account using Configuration Service

 Provider (CSP) and user options: 
   Enterprise or operator can provision HTML or plain text defaults and lock.
  Default e-mail message format and download size are configurable using CSP and in the UI.

Key Scenarios
 Ling downloads an e-mail that includes a long e-mail thread with her coworkers; an electronic 

newsletter; an e-mail message from an insurance adjuster in the field, with embedded images 
showing the damage to her summer cabin from a recent windstorm; and another e-mail newsletter 
with offsite content.

 When reading, Ling is able to read and understand the e-mail thread with her coworkers. It contains 
the same horizontal rule between messages, and the header portion of e-mail message in the 
thread is formatted the same as on the desktop.

 When composing, Ling is able to reply or forward text that does not break the formatting integrity 
of the thread; the receiver cannot tell that her reply or forward was sent from a mobile device.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 for e-mail managed by Exchange. HTML e-mail can also be used when 
reading IMAP or POP e-mail as well as can e-mail synchronized through ActiveSync 4.5.
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Designed for Increased Protection of Confidential Messages and 
Documents
To help ensure access to protected content and preservation of the security intended by the sender, 
Windows Mobile 6 provides built-in support for Rights Management Server to send and receive rights 
managed messages and documents.

IRM E-mail Messages
Description
The messaging application now supports receiving, replying to, 
forwarding, and composing IRM-protected e-mail messages. This 
feature supports the following goals:

 Reply, Reply All, and Forward 
  When permitted, allows Reply, Forward, or Reply All on 

IRM-protected e-mail messages.
  Preserve all rights restrictions of the original message.
  Include the text of the original message thread (as in 

Exchange 2007).
 Compose new IRM messages

  Support creating new e-mail messages with Do Not 
Forward permissions. (This is the same out-of-the-box 
experience present in Exchange 2003 and 2007).

 Provide special rights to the owner of a conversation.

Key Scenarios
Carlos receives an IRM-protected message from his manager with instructions to forward it as he feels is 
appropriate. Using his Windows Mobile powered device, Carlos sends the e-mail message off to three of 
his direct reports.

IRM Documents
Description
Office Mobile now includes support for IRM documents, including Microsoft Office Word, Microsoft 
Office Excel® spreadsheet software, and Microsoft Office PowerPoint® presentation graphics program 
files, on Windows Mobile 6 powered devices. These documents can be opened and edited.

Rich Windows Live Experience
Windows Live™ network of internet services is a premier offering for Windows Mobile 6 powered 
devices that unifies the users’ world to help them find the information, pursue the interests, and 
deepen the relationships that enrich their lives. Windows Live offers a number of key features including 
push e-mail, synchronization with Windows Live Contacts, voice IM, selectable home screen plug-ins, 
presence information, Windows Live Spaces, and Office Live e-mail compatibility. Mobile operators can 
now monetize Windows Live for Windows Mobile through IM traffic. Windows Live offers a personal 
computer-like instant messaging experience, providing a top-level overall IM experience. The Windows 
Live client software is included in Windows Mobile 6 powered devices without charge, however, there 
maybe a charge for the service. This section details the key features in the Windows Live client.
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Windows Live Messenger
The Windows Live Messenger supports the following features:

 Buddy lists with presence
 Multiple conversations
 Instant messaging via text and voice

 Smart search the buddy list
 Send and receive files including photos
 Emoticons, “gleams” (shows updated content on Space) 
 Change status/display name
 View by online/group
 Send messages even when buddy is offline 

Windows Live E-mail
Windows Live e-mail offers a number of advanced features for 
users:

 Support for HTML e-mail
 Wireless synchronization with Live e-mail (OTA).
 Push e-mail (Hotmail, Office Live or other Hotmail-based 

services, or Windows Live own-domain service).
 Online/Offline viewing for managing e-mail when not 

connected.
 Spelling check, cut and paste (Professional only), and quick 

text to help increase productivity. 
 Voice attach in e-mail messages.
 Photos in the message header.
 High and low priority indicators.
 Fetch e-mail to optimize downloaded content.
 Input by QWERTY, handwriting, or voice.

Windows Live Contacts
The following features in Windows Live Contacts help to ensure a 
rich experience:
 Wireless synchronization with Live Contacts (OTA).
 Messenger photo.
 Offline access through Outlook Contacts.
 Contact Card operability with different communication 

methods (phone, Messenger, SMS/MMS, and e-mail) for 
faster access.

 Presence information available within Contact Card.
 Spaces information available within Contact Card.
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Live Search
Search in Windows Live has a number of features that help provide 
information for users on their Windows Mobile 6 powered devices:

 Local search 
 Web search
 One-click call access
 Street maps
 Driving directions

Windows Live Spaces
Windows Live Spaces provides users with a virtual home on the Web. 
The Windows Live client for Windows Mobile 6 powered devices offers 
connectivity from the mobile device to the user’s space on the Web.

 Spaces link and “gleam” (to show updated content) within Contact Card.
 Viewable within Internet Explorer® Mobile.
 One click to wirelessly sync photos to Spaces from Pictures application on device.

Easier E-mail Setup
Windows Mobile 6 simplifies the experience of setting up new corporate Exchange accounts as well as 
other types of business and personal e-mail accounts. 

Improved E-mail Setup Wizard 
The new e-mail setup wizard provides an intuitive way for customers to set up a new e-mail account 
either when they are first setting up their devices, or at a later time when they’d like to add a new 
account. The wizard has been redesigned so customers walk through the process more easily and in less 
steps. Once an account has been created, changes to settings can be made by accessing Tools and then 
Options from any e-mail account.

E-mail Setup for Microsoft Exchange Accounts
Corporate customers can now set up Outlook e-mail with an Exchange Server from within the messaging 
application.  A wizard prompts users to enter just a few pieces of information (server address, user name, 
password, domain) and then asks what type of information the user would like to synchronize (calendar, 

contacts, e-mail, tasks.)  After completing the wizard, the user is taken directly to the Inbox where new 
e-mails are waiting to be read.
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E-mail Setup for Internet E-mail Accounts (POP/IMAP)
In Windows Mobile 6, the number of steps to set up other (POP/IMAP) e-mail accounts was reduced 
by half.  In addition to simplifying the experience of setting up a new account, however, this release 
improves the automatic configuration of a new e-mail account so customers are more likely to be able to 
download, receive, and send e-mail in minutes.  Some of the major improvements include:

 The messaging application automatically launches the Windows Live for Windows Mobile client  
 (where supported by the wireless provider) so customers can easily set up Windows Live Hotmail  
 accounts directly from the setup wizard.

 Automatic configuration for Yahoo! e-mail accounts.  Due to support for Yahoo! IMAP, customers no 
longer have to subscribe to Yahoo! Mail Plus, and can enjoy features like HTML e-mail and access to 
folders.

 Automatic configuration of Gmail accounts.  Customers no longer have to enable POP3 access from 
a PC in order for Gmail to work on a Windows Mobile device.

 Increased accuracy of over-the-air settings.  The use of local e-mail configuration files from OEMs 
and Microsoft, and a new over-the-air accessible database provides access to settings for thousands 
of e-mail providers from around the world.

 Once set up, e-mail will automatically send and receive every two hours, unless the schedule is 
changed by the customer.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.
*Direct Push Technology requires Windows Mobile 5.0 with the Messaging and Security Feature Pack 
(MSFP) or later connected with Exchange Server 2003 SP2 or later. Available programs, features, and 
functionality vary by device and Windows Mobile operating system version.

Personal Computer Connectivity Technologies
Personal computer connectivity and synchronization have been significantly improved and enhanced for 
the Windows Mobile powered devices. Windows Mobile Device Center (WMDC) supports connectivity 
for Windows Mobile powered devices and personal computers powered by Windows Vista. ActiveSync 
4.5, the most recent version of the ActiveSync software, is designed to connect personal computers 
powered by Windows XP to Windows Mobile powered devices.

Windows Mobile Device Center
Windows Mobile Device Center (WMDC) supports connectivity between Windows Mobile 6 powered 
devices and personal computers powered by Windows Vista™. WMDC is similar to ActiveSync, but it 
currently works with Windows Vista powered PCs only (ActiveSync is not compatible with Windows 
Vista). WMDC may be turned on or off according to Group Policy.

Setup Experience
WMDC helps to ensure an easy setup experience for users. It includes an option that lets users use the 
powerful file synchronization capabilities of WMDC without setting up a partnership with the device. It 
includes the following: 

 Faster setup on the personal computer with Windows Update for latest software.
 Easier installation.
 When a Windows Mobile powered device is plugged into a machine powered by Windows Vista, 

Windows Update provides WMDC for the user, depending on the user’s Windows Update settings.
 Software can be downloaded from the Windows Mobile 6 Getting Started Disc if there is no Internet 

connection.
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 Windows Update helps to ensure the latest version of WMDC.
 With WMDC, the user can connect to a personal computer without setting up a partnership.
 WDMC is designed to make it easy to connect a Windows Mobile powered device to a temporary 

personal computer. 

Easy-to-Use Interface
One of the most noticeable features of WMDC is the clean user interface with device-specific 
customization opportunities for mobile operators and OEMs. The following features of the interface 
are easy to find and use:

 Device icon is customizable on interface which helps to promote OEM and Mobile Operator brand.
 OEM-customizable and MO-customizable storefront links on WMDC.
 Links to provide troubleshooting and help, which may help to reduce support call costs.

Powerful Synchronization Capabilities
The powerful synchronization capabilities of WMDC provide opportunities for users to sync e-mail 
messages, Office files, and media between the Windows Mobile 6 powered device and a personal 
computer powered by Windows Vista. 

 Powerful functionality for synchronizing e-mail, Office files, and media. 
 Quick links to e-mail setup wizards.
 Easy Microsoft Exchange Server e-mail setup.
 Easy Microsoft Office document sync and transfer.
 Convenient wizards to transfer media files with tags.
 Store, view, and share media.
 Friendly content synchronization settings. 
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ActiveSync 4.5
ActiveSync 4.5 is the latest version of ActiveSync for the Windows Mobile platform. ActiveSync 4.5 is 
a release aligned with Windows Mobile 6, providing features designed to make use of the powerful 
functionality of Windows Mobile 6 while improving on previous versions of ActiveSync. ActiveSync 4.5 
also works with Windows Mobile 5.0 and 2003 powered devices.

 Allow device to stay connected to cellular and wireless  
 networks while the device is connected to a personal  
 computer; this allows the device to receive incoming VoIP   
 calls and MMS messages when it is connected to a  
 desktop computer.
 Improved device PIN lock desktop experience.
 IRM credential retrieval into the new partnership wizard.
 Utility to retrieve certificates from corporate server to  
 enable Exchange Server Sync with servers requiring  
 certificate-based authorization.
 Adds the ability to sync HTML formatted e-mail messages 

with Outlook.
 Ability to configure HTML sync settings from the desktop.
 Overall stability improvements.
 Setup is now based on Microsoft WiX technology.
 Visual refresh of graphics to complement the Windows Mobile 6 device visual refresh.
 Support for UPN-style logon for EAS (e-mail ID/password rather than domain/username/password, 

which provides support for hosted users).
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Windows Mobile® 6 helps provide an increased level of productivity by helping users reach deeper in to 
available information, where they may previously have had no access when mobile.

Greater Collaboration and Operability with Exchange, SharePoint, 
and File Shares
Windows Mobile 6 helps increase the ability to collaborate and gain access to information stored on 
Exchange, SharePoint® Services and Universal Naming Convention (UNC) file shares.

SharePoint Document Attachment
Description
SharePoint document attachment gives mobile users the ability 
to open links that are embedded in HTML e-mail messages to 
documents that are stored on SharePoint servers. This can be used as 
an alternative to attaching documents to e-mail messages, which is 
costly in terms of bandwidth and storage. Additionally, this approach 
helps ensure that the recipient receives the most recent version of a 
document. Generally, mobile users are unable to access documents 
from outside an enterprise firewall, but Microsoft® Exchange Server 
functions as a proxy or redirector for the document. This approach allows HTML e-mail messages to 
contain links to SharePoint documents like standard attachments.

 Provides read-only access to items stored in both SharePoint and UNC shares.

Key Scenarios
Access an item from a SharePoint site or UNC share linked in an e-mail message.

 Ling gets an e-mail from Fran, asking her to review the latest sales figures spreadsheet. The 
spreadsheet is not included as an attachment; rather, there is a link to her colleague’s share on the 
corporate network in the e-mail body. Ling does not want to keep Fran waiting until she is back in 
the office, so she downloads the file by clicking the link, opens the spreadsheet in Microsoft Office 
Excel® Mobile, and replies.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007

Exchange Search for E-Mail
Description
Exchange Search for E-mail enables Windows Mobile powered device users to search their Microsoft 
Exchange Server mailbox for items that meet specified criteria. The subject, sender, recipient and body of 
the message are all searched. The search results are downloaded and displayed in a Search Results screen 
view.
Exchange Search for E-mail will help enable a better mobile e-mail experience. Users can have access to 
the information they need while on-the-go. A common reason that mobile device users return to their 
desktop is to access e-mail messages that are not available on their devices. The following new features 
are supported:

Section 3: Increased Mobile Productivity
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 Searching for information in e-mail messages when the 
messages are not stored locally on the mobile device.

 Search results appear in a standard Messaging folder view.
 The user can specify fields to search upon, date ranges, and  

 folders to search in.
 For performance reasons, the initial search results contain a 

minimal amount of data. Either on the next Send/Receive or 
by using Fetch e-mail, the user will be able to:

   Retrieve body content from search results
   Retrieve attachments from search results

 Results remain in the search folder until the next search or  
 until the user manually clears them.

 The maximum number of search results available is returned.

Internet Sharing
Description
The Internet Sharing application is used to share a cellular 
connection with a personal computer or laptop. The following 
features are offered:

 USB tethering or Bluetooth®. (Microsoft Bluetooth stack 
support included.)

 Connection sharing. (The Windows Mobile 6 device and the 
remote device connected to it can share the connection to the 
Internet.)

 Radio features such as suspend/resume, and simultaneous voice and data are now available.

Key Scenarios
Ling is on her way to a client meeting. She needs the directions that her client e-mailed her. She browses 
her device and when she can’t find the directions, she searches her Exchange mailbox. Ling enters the key 
words for her search and finds the e-mail message that she was looking for in her Search Results Folder.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007

Greater Control of and Visibility to Outlook Calendar Information
Windows Mobile 6 helps increase the ability for a user to manage his or her day, through a set of new, 
robust Microsoft Office Outlook® Calendar capabilities.

Day At-a-Glance Strip View
Description
The improved Day At-a-Glance Strip View helps improve the usability and visual appeal of the views 
available in the Calendar application. Research shows that:

 The Calendar application is the second most used mobile application, second only to the Messaging
  application.

 Within the Calendar application, mobile professionals make the most use of the Agenda and Week 
Views. The goals of these improvements are to:
 Show conflicts in the calendar to ensure that users can anticipate scheduling conflicts.
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 Enable users to know what they are doing on the current 
day.

 Enable users to tell when they are free and when they are  
not—at a glance.

 Ensure that on launch, views show what is immediately   
 relevant and important.
 Make calendar views look fresh with a UI aligned with   

 that of the new Microsoft Office 2007 System.
 Enable users to choose what view the Calendar    

 application starts in.

Key Scenarios
 Near the end of one of her meetings, Ling receives a couple 

of action items. She opens up her Calendar to figure out how 
soon she can have these done. She can see that she has a long 
block of free time just after the meeting, so she commits to 
getting the work done by the end of the day.

 Ling gets a call from a friend who would like to get together 
for dinner. She opens up Week View to see which evenings 
she has free—she is very popular so her entire week is 
booked. Using the hardware keys, she is able to quickly scroll 
through the events she has planned for each evening and 
decide which one she can bump to make time to catch up 
with her old friend.

 Carlos gets into his office in the morning and realizes that 
he is late for a meeting. He picks up his device and opens up 
the Calendar. From Agenda View, he quickly realizes that the 
appointment is tentative so he is not committed to being 
there. Rather than running off to an appointment he didn’t 
really have to attend, he spends the time catching up on  
e-mail.

Meeting Attendees and Status
Description
The Meeting Attendees and Status feature allows mobile meeting 
organizers to view the status of the attendees in their scheduled 
meetings. For users who carry their mobile devices only to meetings, 
this may be the easiest way to keep track of attendees.
The goals of this feature are to:

 Display the name of the meeting organizer in the Appointment 
Summary Card.

 Allow meeting organizers to see the list of attendees along with 
the status of each (Accepted, Tentative, Declined).

 Allow attendees to see the list of other attendees.
 Give mobile attendees the ability to contact other attendees on the list.
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Key Scenarios
 Carlos arrives at his meeting five minutes early and checks his device to make sure that everyone 

he invited is coming. He is able to see the most current requirement status and acceptance status 
of every attendee. He sees that all but one of his required attendees has accepted the meeting 
request: Ling. Carlos opens Ling’s Contact Summary Card directly from the attendee list and calls 
her.

 Over the phone, Ling confirms that she is on her way to the meeting. For good measure, she also 
accepts the meeting request on her laptop. Since Carlos already knows that she is coming, he 
deletes her acceptance response from his Inbox.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

Meeting Requests Improvements
Description
Improvements to Meeting Requests provides improved 
functionality for meeting request management. It is designed to 
give mobile users more control over their schedules, helping them 
to make more intelligent decisions regarding meeting requests.

 In the meeting request, it indicates whether there 
 are conflicting or adjacent meetings.

 Allows users to quickly check their calendar for the 
 requested time slot from the meeting request. 

 Deleting a new meeting request from Inbox also deletes the associated Calendar meeting.
 Allows users to edit their response when they respond to a meeting request. 

Key Scenarios
Carlos opens a meeting request and realizes that the requested block of time is adjacent to a meeting 
already scheduled on his calendar. From the meeting request, he clicks a link that takes him to the 
Calendar, where he can see if his adjacent meeting is close by. He realizes that he will have to travel from 
another building and accepts the meeting invitation. But he adds a note that he is likely to be a few 
minutes late to make room for transit time.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

Reply and Forward Meeting Appointments
Description
This feature brings Meeting Request functionality on Windows Mobile 6 powered devices to a similar 
level that is supported on the desktop. This feature gives mobile users the ability to:

 Reply to the meeting organizer from a Meeting (Appointment) item in the Calendar application.
 Reply to the entire group of recipients on the attendee list from a Meeting (Appointment) item in 

the Calendar application.
 Invite another attendee to the meeting (i.e., forward the Meeting (Appointment) item to a contact) 

from a Meeting (Appointment) item in the Calendar application.
 Reply to the meeting organizer to let him or her know that there is a conflict with another meeting.
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When the mobile user views the list of attendees and then actions 
on an attendee who does not have an associated Contact item in 
the local data store, a temporary entry is created for the attendee, 
and the associated Contact Summary Card appears, 
displaying the attendee’s name and e-mail address.

Key Scenarios
 Carlos has recently hired Ling onto his team. Since he 

wants her to start attending his weekly team meeting, 
he opens the Meeting (Appointment) item in the 
Calendar application on his mobile device and invites 
Ling to the recurring meeting (i.e., forwards it to Ling as 
a meeting request).

 Ling receives the meeting request (Appointment item) 
in her Messaging Inbox, opens it, and reads the entire 
agenda in the message body of the Appointment item.

 Ling accepts the invitation to attend the recurring 
meeting, and the Appointment item is added to her Calendar.

 The list of attendees for the recurring meeting is updated by adding Ling as an attendee.
 Moments before the next occurrence of his weekly team meeting, Carlos realizes that he is running 

late, so he opens the Meeting Appointment item and replies to all of the recipients on the attendee 
list, letting them know that they can go ahead and start the meeting without him.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

Scheduling Conflicts
Description
The Scheduling Conflicts feature provides information to the user 
about potential scheduling conflicts in meetings. This feature gives 
mobile users the ability to:

 Reply to the meeting organizer from a Meeting 
(Appointment) item in the Calendar application.

 Reply to the entire group of recipients on the attendee 
list from a Meeting (Appointment) item in the Calendar 
application.

 Invite another attendee to the meeting (i.e., forward the 
Meeting (Appointment) item to a contact) from a Meeting 
(Appointment) item in the Calendar application.

When the mobile user views the list of attendees and then actions on an attendee who does not have 
an associated Contact item in the local data store, a temporary entry is created for the attendee and the 
associated contact summary card appears, displaying the attendee’s name and e-mail address.
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Tasks 
Description
Tasks are now available for Windows Mobile 6 Standard powered devices. This gives Windows Mobile 6 

Standard users the ability to:
 Edit a Task’s notes and properties.
 Create a new Task and set its properties.
 Create basic recurrence patterns.
 Enable Task actions from the summary card menu.
 Synchronize tasks with Exchange Server as they are created

Key Scenarios
Ray wants to enter a new low priority Task on his Windows Mobile 6 Standard device.

 Ray opens the Tasks application and sees the List View of all of his Tasks.
 He presses the Menu softkey and chooses New.
 A new Task opens in Edit View.
 He enters the Subject as “Buy Milk”.
 He sets the Task’s Priority to Low. He also sets a Reminder for the task.
 He presses the Done softkey when he is finished.
 Ray is taken back to the List View of Tasks. His new Task appears in the List View.

Ray wants to edit a pre-existing Task on his Standard device.
 Ray opens the Tasks application and sees the List View of all his tasks.
 Using the D-pad, he moves focus to the task he wants to view.
 He clicks Action.
 The Summary Card for that task is opened.
 He presses the Edit softkey, which takes him to the Edit Card.
 He edits the notes in the task and then saves his changes.

Office Mobile Application Suite
Windows Mobile 6 offers an Office Mobile application suite (Microsoft Office Word Mobile, Excel Mobile, 
and Microsoft Office PowerPoint® Mobile for Windows Mobile 6 powered devices), helping users manage 
and review documents. Microsoft Office Mobile includes support for rich reviewing and minor editing 
capabilities as well as support for rights managed documents. 

Microsoft Office Mobile
Microsoft Office Mobile for Windows Mobile 6 is one of the key differentiating features for Windows 
Mobile powered devices. In Windows Mobile 6, Office Mobile is available for all Windows Mobile 6 SKUs. 
The primary user scenario behind Office Mobile is viewing e-mail attachments, performing minor edits, 
sharing document versions, and opening documents from an SD card or a SharePoint server. Office 
Mobile provides a high-fidelity document viewing experience, with capability to edit as well as fast 
performance in loading the first page of the document. 
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Word Mobile
Creation, viewing, editing, and sending of Microsoft Word 
documents on Windows Mobile 6 powered devices is possible thanks 
to Microsoft Word Mobile. Formatting features such as tables, lists, 
and pictures embedded in the document are supported. Text reflow 
ensures that text fits nicely into the mobile screen, reducing the 
need to pan and zoom. When documents are transferred between 
the mobile device and the personal computer, round tripping helps 
ensure that changes and formatting are preserved on the various 
machines. Office Word Mobile is designed to be very easy to use. 
Some key features include the following:

 Spelling checker on Office Mobile for Windows Mobile 6 
Professional. 

 Word count on Office Mobile for Windows Mobile 6 Professional. 
 Ability to find words and phrases.
 Text formatting—e.g., bold, italics, and underline.
 Option to cancel during load time.
 Smooth scrolling in Word.

Excel Mobile
Creation, viewing, editing, and sending of Microsoft Office Excel 
documents on Windows Mobile 6 powered devices is possible 
thanks to Microsoft Excel Mobile. Like Word Mobile, Excel Mobile 
also supports text reflow and round tripping. Excel Mobile can 
perform simple calculations and other basic but useful functions. 
The total number of functions supported by Excel Mobile (on a 
Windows Mobile 6 Professional powered device) exceeds 100. 
Some key features include:

 Support formula.
 Create various charts.
 Copy and paste special: user can copy and paste formulas, 

values, and formats.
 Sort data.
 Switch between sheets.
 Support freeze pane.
 View the entire worksheet in one screen.

Similar to Word Mobile, Excel Mobile in Windows Mobile 6 will also 
support IRM-protected documents, a new Windows Mobile 6 feature.

PowerPoint Mobile
Microsoft Office PowerPoint Mobile allows users to view, rehearse, 
and send PowerPoint slides using Windows Mobile 6 powered 
devices. Both image and sound in animations are supported 
in PowerPoint Mobile. The program help makes it easy to view 
PowerPoint slides as it supports landscape and portrait views, 
zooms in and out to better view details, and allows the user to 
quickly go to a specific slide. Windows Mobile 6 includes support 
for hyperlink mode.
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Differences between Office Mobile for Standard and Professional
Availability of Microsoft Office Mobile for Windows Mobile 6 Standard is new in the Windows Mobile 
6 wave of devices. While Microsoft Office Mobile is similar for both Standard and Professional editions, 
there are a few key differences. The version of Office Mobile for Professional has more powerful 
functionalities than that for Standard. Below is a comprehensive list of differences between the two 
versions.

Word Mobile
Professional Standard

Document opens in Edit mode Has two modes here: View and Edit

Create New Documents Cannot Create New Documents

Font formatting can be done (has Font Dialog) No Font Dialog

Paragraph formatting can be done No Paragraph formatting

Toolbar is present No Toolbar

Create New Numbered and Bulleted List Cannot Create New lists

Has tools such as spelling check, word count, 
and insert date

No tools

Cut/Copy/Paste functionalities present No Cut/Copy/Paste

Default zoom level is 100% Default zoom level is 75%

No different scrolling modes Page scroll and line scroll

Excel Mobile
Professional Standard

Only one mode Separate View and Edit Mode

Sheet Overview not available Overview Feature available

Cell Text not available Cell Text Feature available

Accelerate Scrolling not available Accelerate Scrolling

Page Up and Down with 2 and 8 keys not 
available

Page Up and Down with 2 and 8 keys for Power 
Users

Save and Save As both available Only Save As available (No direct Save)

File opens in Normal Mode File opens in Full Screen Mode

File Delete is available from Opened file File Delete is not available

AutoFilter is available AutoFilter is not available

Modify Sheets option is available Not available

Clear Formats/Contents/All options available Clear Cell All only available

Cell Right/Left/Center indent available Not available

Row/Column Auto-fit available Not available

Paste Special available Not available
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Professional Standard

If the file is modified, clicking OK closes with 
Saving changes

If the file is modified, selecting File > Close 
checks if the changes need to be saved

Insert/Modify/Delete Chart available Only View Chart available

Toolbar available Toolbar not available

Row/Column Headings and Scrollbars can be 
turned On/Off

Not available

Beam option is available inside the application Beam option not available

Rename/move option available Not available

Revert to Save Option is available (this will drop 
all the unsaved changes and reopen the last 
saved version of the file)

Not available

Rows and columns resizing is available Not available

PowerPoint Mobile
Professional Standard

Has a context menu button on the slideshow

Displays slide number and total number of slides

Has doc-list for launching slideshow and 
managing PowerPoint (PPT) files

Has file explorer for launching slideshow and 
managing PPT files

Has three orientations: Landscape LH, 
Landscape RH, and Portrait

Has two orientations: Landscape RH and Portrait

Has two zoom levels Has one zoom level

The zooming can be controlled using arrow keys 
as well as the miniature zoom screen on the left 
side of the screen

The zooming can be controlled using the arrow 
keys only

Context menu is slightly different

Pressing the SK1 launches the context menu Pressing the SK1 brings up the menu bar and 
pressing again ends the slideshow

Pressing SK2 selects the next hyperlink Pressing SK2 brings up the menu bar and then 
brings up the context menu

Menu bar is not present

Options screen is a multi-tab dialog box Options screen is a single dialog box

Improved Online Experience
Windows Mobile 6 is designed to deliver a faster and more productive online experience by delivering 
greater viewing compatibility and improved time to first impression, as well as browser performance.

Internet Explorer Mobile
The Internet Explorer® Mobile browser enhances the users’ access to the information they need, when 
and where they need it. Significant enhancements have been made to the browser experience in the 
Windows Mobile 6 timeframe. These enhancements help make Internet Explorer Mobile more responsive 
and easier to use and provide exceptional rendering. There have been significant improvements in the 
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overall stability and performance of the browser in Windows 
Mobile 6. In one-column view, the primary view for reading Web 
sites, “ready-to-use” time has been improved by 30 percent. 
Windows Mobile 6 is designed to offer better support for popular 
Web pages, including top-100 Web page lists and popular sites 
from mobile operators. Other improvements in Internet Explorer 
Mobile are in the areas of usability and support for Internet 
standards.

Usability
 Changes to support HTML e-mail messages
 Address Bar usability improvements
 Access from Full Screen using the UP key
 New homepage (including search from

 homepage)
 File download handling improvements
 White space handling improvements
 Hardware navigation usability improvements
 Browser version information availability

Additional Standards Support
 IFrame support
 Support for contents in high resolution for QVGA–type and VGA–type devices
 Mobile CSS Standard Compliance
 Mobile WAP (2.1.3) Compliance
 List-Style Image Support
 User Agent Tag modifications
 ActiveX controls
 XHTML 1.0 and 1.1 support
 DHTML support
 JavaScript improvements
 Document Object Model (DOM) Enhancements
 Ajax Support
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Windows Mobile® 6 increases device control, security features, and operability with Exchange Server 
and other Microsoft®  assets to help businesses efficiently deploy, manage, and secure Windows Mobile 
solutions. 

Simplified Administration, Increased Monitoring and Flexible Policy 
Management with Exchange Server 2007
Windows Mobile 6 with Exchange Server 2007 helps make deploying, administering, and monitoring 
your mobile messaging environment simple and cost effective by allowing you to better utilize the same 
skills, tools, and resources as your core messaging infrastructure.

 One-click simplified mobile administration, which provides single-click user and device tasks view, 
including the ability to:

  Track and manage device partnerships, policies, and connections
  Take specific actions, such as device wipe or PIN recovery

 Increased policy management and flexibility for assigning policies to groups and individuals
 Microsoft Office Outlook® Web access, mobile self servicing option for common administrative 

tasks, including:
  Device wipe
  Managing partnerships
  PIN recovery

 Out-of-the-box user reporting through IIS logs:
  .CSV output for analysis through SQL or Microsoft Office Excel®

  Advanced reports using LogParser
 Monitoring with Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM)

Increased Device Control and Security Features
Windows Mobile 6 helps increase your ability to securely manage and deploy Windows Mobile devices 
through increased security options, device management capabilities, and new, flexible policy options.

Storage Card Encryption
Description
Storage Card Encryption enables encryption of data stored in 
external removable storage cards for Windows Mobile 6 powered 
devices:

 Encrypted data is written from the Windows Mobile 6 powered 
device to removable media. The data will be encrypted for use 
on the encrypting device.

 Over-the-air (OTA) provisioning of encryption via Exchange 
Server or other OTA Device Management (DM) solution is 
enabled.

 Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and system 
integrators will be able to provision encryption policy when 
you restart the computer.

 Encryption is transparent to applications and users.

Section 4: Integrated Mobile  
Business Performance
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 The desktop computer has access to encrypted data files via Microsoft ActiveSync®  file explorer. 
 The user has control over mobile encryption configuration.
 The administrator can force encryption, making the UI unavailable so that users cannot change the 

administrator setting.

Key Scenarios
Carlos accidentally leaves his PIN locked device in a taxi. He knows that even if someone grabs the 
device, they cannot access the data on the storage card because it is encrypted.

Device Lock in Windows Mobile 6 
Windows Mobile 6 includes changes to the current device lock functionality. Most of the features 
described in this section require the Microsoft Default Local Authentication Plug-in (LAP) on the mobile 
device and are implemented through Exchange Server provisioning.

Enhanced Personal Identification Number (PIN) Strength
Description
Enhanced PIN strength in Windows Mobile 6 prevents users from 
choosing a PIN that contains a simple pattern or that has too few 
digits. The feature:

 Requires users to choose a PIN that does not contain a 
 repeating sequence, such as 1111.

 Requires users to choose a PIN that does not contain a
 sequence with a predictable difference between values, such
 as 1234 or 1357.

Key Scenarios
 Naomi is the IT administrator for a division of a company and 

 wants to make sure that all employees are helping to keep 
 their devices secure. Naomi enables the policy that requires 
 call users to have a security PIN on their mobile devices.

 Matthew wants to change his PIN to make it easier to remember. He chooses 123456 as the new 
PIN. An alert informs him that the password must contain no simple patterns. Matthew enters 
“123654” as his new password and confirms the changes. 

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

Password/PIN Expiration
Description
Password/PIN expiration permits setting the expiration time of a 
password or PIN on a device using the Microsoft Default LAP. The 
new feature:

 Provides a policy that requires users to choose a new 
password or PIN after a configured time period (in seconds).
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Key Scenarios
 Naomi wants to ensure that all employees are helping to keep their devices secure. Naomi enables 

the policy that requires all users to change their passwords every specified number of days (up to 
two years).

 Matthew sees a message that his password has expired. From the Change Password application, 
Matthew enters a new password and saves his changes.

Additional Software Requirements
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

User PIN Reset
User password/PIN on a device using the Microsoft Default Local Authentication Plugin LAP can be reset 
using an Authentication Reset Component (ARC). The ARC is a pluggable component, and an OEM may 
create an ARC for use with a custom LAP or the default LAP. The feature:

 Lets the user request a reset
 Supports OEM customization of the LAP
 Supports OEM replacement of the LAP reset component

Additional Software Requirements
 Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

Password History
Password History uses the Microsoft Default LAP to maintain password history and store passwords on 
the device to help prevent reuse of a password. The feature:

 Enables a policy that requires users to choose a new password or PIN that is different from a 
previous password.

 Provides the user with data about the number of stored passwords if the new password matches a 
previous password.

Key Scenarios
 Naomi wants to ensure that all employees are helping to keep their devices secure. Naomi enables 

the policy that requires all users to maintain password history of five previous passwords.
 Matthew decides to change his password and chooses a new password. Since the new password 

does not match any of the previous five passwords, the password is successfully changed. If the 
password matched any of the previous five, Matthew would have been prompted to choose another 
password.
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Additional Software Requirements
 Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.

Windows Mobile Update
Windows Mobile Update (WMU) is a new service, delivered as part of Windows Mobile 6, which will 
provide the foundation to help keep devices more secure and protected, enabling rapid distribution of 
critical security fixes. The service will be used only for critical security patches to address an emergency 
scenario, in the rare case that one arises. This technology provides an insurance policy for such scenarios. 
Although this functionality is incorporated in every Windows Mobile device, the client settings are not 
turned on by default.

Certificate Enrollment
Description
Windows Mobile 6 includes a device-side enroller that will be in-ROM on all Windows Mobile hardware 
platforms. In addition, an ActiveSync 4.5 desktop-side enroller will be offered as well.

 The ActiveSync 4.5 desktop certificate enroll feature enables the user to 
configure and initiate enrollment using a desktop UI. Features include creation 
of certificate enrollment settings from Active Directory information and 
the ability to make use of the desktop domain logon for device certificate 
enrollment. Desktop Certificate Enroll enables the user to enroll a certificate 
to his or her device using desktop smart card authentication to the domain 
without requiring any smart card reader or smart card software on the device.

Enhanced security features available in Windows Mobile 6 support application-initiated enrollment, 
support deployments that require non-password authentication of the enrollment (e.g., smart card) and 
a way to renew certificates. The specific features:

 Provide a way to enroll within an environment where password-based domain authentication 
stronger than password-based is required, using a desktop computer that is network accessible to 
the Web-based enrollment site.

  Performs enrollment and renewal of certificates from the device via Desktop ActiveSync 4.5.
 Provide a flexible platform certificate enrollment solution that is configurable on the device via XML.

  Full UI for user configuration and initiation of enrollment on the desktop.
 Allow an IT  administrator to preconfigure an XML configuration file for each user to permit 

enrollment, such that it can be run without user interaction outside of authentication.
 Allow applications to call into the certificate enrollment process programmatically to initiate 

enrollment.
 Support certificate renewal.
 Picks up certificate types from Active Directory as well as from the device enroll data store.
 Utilizes desktop Winlogon authentication to enroll for a certificate.

  Smart card domain-authenticated enrollment.

Key Scenarios
Programmatically Initiated Enrollment

 Bob is a corporate LOB application developer and has built a new application to be used within the 
company that digitally signs data sent from Windows Mobile 6 powered devices. 

 Bob builds his application to call the certificate enrollment Configuration Service Provider if the user 
needs to sign data. 
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 Bob is able to preconfigure the certificate enrollment with the Certificate Enrollment Server name 
and template name as part of the call to the certificate enrollment Configuration Service Provider.

 Joe is a user who uses Bob’s application.
 Joe uses a feature of the application that requires signing of data. Before signing can be completed, 

a certificate is needed.
 During application setup, Joe sees a dialog box asking for his authentication information. He inputs 

the information. In this case, certificate enrollment occurs through the internet connection from 
Joe’s device to the corporate Certificate Authority.

 After clicking OK, the certificate enrollment completes, and Joe can use the application signing process.

Enrollment Request Initiated and Authenticated by a Desktop Application

 Joe knows that he needs a certificate to use 802.1x Wi-Fi on his corporate network. He wants to 
enable 802.1x Wi-Fi on his Windows Mobile Professional 6 powered device.

 Joe uses a smart card to logon to the corporate domain with his desktop computer.
 Joe connects the device to the desktop over a Universal Serial Bus (USB) connection that starts 

desktop Microsoft ActiveSync®.
 Joe opens the desktop ActiveSync certificate enroller application and follows directions for use 

provided by Ichiro, the IT Administrator.
 The directions instruct Joe to create a new certificate type called “802.1x Cert” and a server/

template name specified by Ichiro.
 Joe initiates the desktop enrollment of 802.1x Cert. 
 During enrollment, Joe must process user interface prompts on both the desktop and device to 

authenticate the device to the desktop computer connection.
 The desktop computer authenticates Joe’s enrollment to the server using Joe’s desktop smart card 

logon. During the enrollment, the private/public key pair is generated on the device, and the private 
key stays on the device.

 Enrollment completes, and Joe can now authenticate his 802.1x Cert connection to the corporate 
network on his Windows Mobile 6 powered device.

Public Key Cryptography Standards 12 (PKCS12)/PFX
Once a certificate is generated, it can be published and transported 
publicly for use by anyone. Transporting the private key raises some 
serious security issues, however. Once the private key is compromised, its 
certificate must be revoked, and the private key cannot be used again.
PKCS12 is a standard for bundling the private key with the certificate 
into a security enhanced file to transport to a new device or computer. 
The file is created using an export operation on one computer. The file is 
downloaded to a second computer and imported. During export, the file is encrypted and a password is 
configured for the file. During import, the user must enter the correct password to complete the import. 
PKCS12 is also commonly referred to as PFX or Personal Information Exchange. Therefore the PKCS12 file 
usually has a .PFX or .P12 extension.
Windows Mobile 6 includes an application that enables import of the .PFX or .P12 file (Certinstaller.exe). 
The main use for this application will be to enable certificate deployment to devices in an environment 
that uses third party vendor PKI/enrollment. PKCS12 is also used for S/MIME deployments so that 
multiple machines can use the same private key and certificate to decrypt incoming e-mail messages.
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Crypto/Certificate Services
Enables a User to Add Root and Intermediate Certificates

In Windows Mobile 6, the ability for a user, running under the 
SECROLE_USER_AUTH security role, to add Root and Intermediate 
Certificates to the device has been made possible without 
sacrificing the security enhancements of OMA Device Management 
(DM) connections. The Certificate Store Configuration Service 
Provider can now add, delete, or query certificates in the HKCU 
(Current User) CA and ROOT certificate stores using SECROLE_
USER_AUTH. To enable this, the Windows Mobile 6 Certificate 
Store Configuration Service Provider has a new characteristic that 
enables specification of the physical certificate store (HKCU or 
HKLM) used in the operation.
In addition to changes in the Certificate Store Configuration 
Service Provider, the UI experience for adding certificates to the 
root store is now updated. CertInst.exe functionality has been 
enhanced and merged into a new module, importpfx.exe. The new 
module will now install certificates into the HKCU (Current user) 
CA and ROOT certificate stores while still running under SECROLE_
USER_AUTH. 
OMA DM allows an authenticated OMA DM server to manage the 
device under the security role, SECROLE_MANAGER; therefore, the 
authentication of the OMA DM server must be very secure to mitigate 
threat of management by a malicious server. In Windows Mobile 6, 
the OMA DM client now looks for only a trusted root to validate the 
server’s SSL connection in the HKLM ROOT store. 

Wildcard Certificate Support
A crucial part of server trust validation in SSL is to check and make sure the server name in the resource 
URL matches the name in the certificate presented by the server. In certain customer scenarios it is 
common and necessary for servers to be secured with wildcard certificates. Such certificates are issued 
to entities with an asterisk (*) in the leftmost part of the common name. This allows for multiple URLs to 
match a single certificate name. For example www.microsoft.com, e-mail.microsoft.com, and partner.
microsoft.com would all match *.microsoft.com. Windows Mobile 6 offers the ability to handle such 
certificates.
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Key Scenarios:
Acme Corp wants to cut the cost of purchasing a large number of SSL server certificates for their Web 
server farm. Therefore, Acme purchases a single certificate for use with all their servers. This allows 
multiple server names to validate against a single certificate. Users can access all the sites on the 
subdomain *.corp.acme.com on their Windows Mobile 6 powered device.

S/MIME (Security Enhanced E-Mail)
Windows Mobile 5.0 with Messaging and Security Feature pack and Exchange 2003 SP2 introduced              
S/MIME. S/MIME allows e-mail recipients to exchange signed and/or encrypted e-mail. Signed e-mail 
helps the recipient to confirm that the e-mail really came from the sender and was not tampered with  
en route. Encryption is designed to protect the e-mail content en route.
In Windows Mobile 6, S/MIME enables soft certificate use rather than just smart card. Soft Certificates 
will be enrolled or added via PFX Import. Furthermore, Windows Mobile 6 introduces more robust 
policies for enforcing S/MIME signing and encryption on the device. With the Windows Mobile S/MIME 
implementation, a smart card is used that contains the user’s identity certificate(s) and private key to sign 
outgoing e-mail messages and decrypt incoming e-mail messages. Windows Mobile 6 S/MIME enables 
Soft Certificate use rather than just smart card. Soft Certificates will be enrolled or added via PFX Import. 

High Standard for LOB Development and Deployment
Windows Mobile 6 assures that devices can take advantage of the latest performance and functionality 
improvements of the recommended development environments and delivers new ways to manage 
desktop applications and quickly deploy LOB application solutions.

Remote Desktop Mobile
Remote Desktop Mobile (RDM) is a new application that replaces 
Terminal Services client for Windows Mobile 6 Professional powered 
devices. Representing the latest RDP protocols, RDM provides remote 
access to Microsoft Windows® personal computers and Microsoft 
server products. The key differences for the new RDM include the 
following:

 128-bit encryption
 Autoreconnect for temporary lost connections
 Full screen mode display
 Landscape VGA (640x480)
 Support for both 16-bit and 24-bit color depth
 Audio redirection: User can hear sounds locally from the remote 

machine
 Unicode keyboard input as virtual keystrokes to the remote 

machine
RDM provides mobile information workers access to LOB applications 
and access to files. It allows IT administrators to bounce a server and perform remote administration. 
RDM is designed to provide consumers with greater access to media. The features and benefits in RDM 
include easy setup, a universal viewer, wireless access, ability to cut and paste text, encryption and 
security features, and the ability to work with LOB application development. 
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Improved Development and Deployment Experience for .NET Compact 
Framework and SQL Server Compact Editions for Developers
Description
The .NET Compact Framework 2.0 SP1 and Microsoft SQL Server™ 2005 Compact Edition (SSCE) database 
software provide a rich platform designed for rapid development of data-based and other types of 
applications in a managed code environment. Devices based on Windows Mobile 6 have both these 
technologies built into the device ROM, which means that developers can build applications that target 
them without needing to distribute these components with their applications. 
.NET Compact Framework and SSCE provide many benefits for developers over earlier versions: 

 Improved performance: general runtime performance 1.5x, data performance 4x; remote 
performance monitoring tools

 New and improved UI controls: docking and anchoring, notification control, Web control, keyboard 
management, and more

 New and improved ways to access data: scrollable access to SSCE, XPath, XML Serialization, and data 
binding

 Improved native operability: Windows handles, COM Interop, and data marshaling
 Managed DirectX: featuring managed Direct3D and DirectDraw

Applications built to run against .NET Compact Framework 1.0 will simply run against .NET Compact 
Framework 2.0 and reap many of the performance benefits of .NET Compact Framework 2.0 in doing so.

Developer Experience
The Windows Mobile 6 platform already provides developers with a rich, flexible platform, world-class 
tools, and comprehensive resources to build innovative applications for Windows Mobile 6 powered 
devices. The Windows Mobile 6 release continues to deliver in each of these areas while still supporting 
the majority of applications and services in the market today. 

Great Compatibility for Windows Mobile 5.0 Applications
Description
Having an application built for the last release of Windows Mobile run without changes on the latest 
release of Windows Mobile is a key goal for each release of Windows Mobile. In moving from Windows 
Mobile 5.0 to Windows Mobile 6, Microsoft has put considerable effort into ensuring that the vast 
majority of existing Windows Mobile applications will run without changes on Windows Mobile 6 
powered devices. Most developers of Windows Mobile applications will be able to sell and deploy their 
applications on new devices without needing to make changes, thereby giving immediate access to a 
new market of devices.

New State and Notification Broker States
Description
State and Notification Broker was added for Windows Mobile 5.0 as a single point for developers to 
query device state (e.g., battery status, network connectivity) and receive notifications for changes in 
state. State and Notification Broker helps make it easier for developers to build applications that react 
intelligently to the state of the device. Windows Mobile 6 defines several new types of state.

 VoIP, including phone number, operator name, and more
 Device Lock State, including key, SIM, and device lock states
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Enhanced Device Emulator with Cellular Network and GPS Emulation
Description
The Device Emulator that comes with Microsoft Visual Studio® 2005 makes it possible for developers to 
build and test applications without having to purchase physical Windows Mobile powered devices. This is 
useful where development costs need to be minimized and when it is not possible to purchase Windows 
Mobile powered devices in a territory. The Device Emulator emulates a real ARM chipset, providing a    
high-fidelity emulation experience. 
The emulator images that come with the Windows Mobile 6 SDK have two new features to allow a 
greater range of applications to be tested: 

 CellEmu is a cellular network emulator that replaces FakeRIL from previous SDKs. CellEmu 
emulates a real Radio Interface Layer and can be operated from a desktop interface, making it 
much easier to integrate phone functionality into testing. Through CellEmu, the user can emulate 
common phone functions that may interact with an application; incoming and outgoing calls, 
incoming and outgoing SMS messages, data connection on and off, AT commands, and SIM 
interaction.

 FakeGPS allows a user to set up a stream of global positioning system (GPS) data for the device to 
receive so that location-enabled applications can be tested.

Windows Ink Services for Pen (WISP) Lite
Description
WISP Lite is the ink service platform for Windows Mobile 6 Professional powered devices. It provides 
operability with ink data from Tablet PC and brings in rich inking experience (similar to Tablet PC) 
to Windows Mobile 6 Professional devices through high-quality curve fitted ink. It provides APIs for 
ink collection, recognition, rendering, and ink data management. WISP Lite provides a higher fidelity 
collection than the earlier RichInk control.

New Debugging and Performance-Tuning Tools for Managed Code
Description
The .NET Compact Framework Remote Performance Monitor is a new debugging and                      
performance-tuning tool for the .NET Compact Framework 2.0 SP1. Features include a user interface 
that allows customers to view performance data. Additional diagnostic support is provided by 
allowing customers to view .NET Compact Framework performance data using 
Perfmon. The combination of the Remote Performance Monitor and Perfmon 
gives customers a live, graphical view of all performance data generated by the 
Compact Framework and Common Language Runtime.

New Sound API
Description
The new sound API in Windows Mobile 6 supports an extended list of sound formats, including WAV, 
MID, WMA, and MP3. In response to developer demand, the new sound API can be configured to 
respect the phone’s overall sound profile (for example, vibrate or silent).

Developing Applications that Run Across Form Factors
Description
Mobile developers are being asked to support an increasing variety of handsets and form factors. The 
Windows Mobile 6 platform provides a consistent API and behavior set across devices from different 
OEMs and Mobile Operators (MOs). With the inclusion of .NET Compact Framework 2.0 in Windows 
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Mobile 6, developers can take advantage of docking and anchoring features to build applications 
that automatically adapt to different screen configurations. For more on building applications that 
react intelligently to different screen resolutions and orientations, see “Adapt Your App” in the MSDN® 
developer program.

New Mobile Operator Business Solution Improvements
Windows Mobile 6 delivers business solution improvements to help ensure that new devices can meet the 
additional demands of the Mobile Operator business and anticipate new business opportunities. 

Open Mobile Alliance Device Management Features
The following features improve the device management experience for IT professionals:

 Minimum Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) DM (Device Management) v1.2 support enables 
communication with DM v1.2 server.

 DMS Configuration Service Provider.
 OMA DM client connection retry.
 Firmware Update Final Notification.

OMA DM v1.2 Support
Description
OMA DM v1.2 server deploys firmware updates to Windows Mobile 6 device. The options that OEMs and 
MOs can set in the registry include whether the client will retry with v1.1 package after sending a v1.2 
package, the number of times a retry is attempted, and the interval between retries. The goals are to:

 Meet the basic client-side request in order to operate with the OMA DM v1.2 server appropriately. 
 Keep mobile operator unblocked when using the OMA DM v1.2 server to manage Windows Mobile 

6 powered devices. 
 Backward communicate with OMA DM v1.1 server.

Key Scenarios 
In all these scenarios, a Windows Mobile 6 powered device is bootstrapped with OMA DM server v1.2 
account information. 

 OMA DM v1.2 server deploys firmware updates to Windows Mobile 6 powered devices.
 OMA DM v1.1.2 server adds a new General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) connection to the Windows 

Mobile 6 powered device. 

DMS Configuration Service Provider
Description
The OMA DM v1.2 server can use this Configuration Service Provider to:

 Manage existing DM accounts, including using the w7 application characteristic bootstrapped OMA 
DM account.

 Add/update/query OMA DM server account objects. 

Key Scenarios 
The OMA DM v1.2 server updates authentication information for the DM server account. The following 
processes occur:

 The OMA DM v1.2 server sends a SMS trigger to the device to initiate a DM session.
 The device sets up the DM session with the server. 
 The server sends a Replace command to change the server password of the DM server account. 
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 The device accepts the password. 
 The new secret password is used for authentication the next time that the server and client 

communicate.

OMA DM Client Connection Retry
Description
Used in remote device management, this feature provides a connection retry mechanism to connect to 
the server. The goals are as follows:

 Make the initial connection to the server more reliable if the network condition is not perfect. 
 Reconnect if the connection fails during a DM session. 

Firmware Update Final Notification
Description
This feature enables the device to send an image update result back to the OMA DM server over generic 
alert (1226) element and updates the State node in FwUpdate Configuration Service Provider with the 
downloading and installing states. It enables the server to query the current state of image update 
package downloading and installation. 

Key Scenarios 
 Notify the installation result of single update package (update to single read-only memory ROM 

package).
 Notify the installation result of a super package (one update package contains 

updates to multiple ROM packages).
 Notify the download failures (download fails, update does not happen).

WPA2/IEEE 802.11i
Description
IEEE 802.11i, also known as WPA2, is an amendment to 802.11, specifying wireless encryption standard 
for wireless networks. The previous standard introduced by the Wi-Fi Alliance, Wi-Fi Protected Access 
(WPA), was an intermediate solution to the security weakness of Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP). WPA 
implemented a subset of 802.11i. The implementation of the full 802.11i is known as WPA2.802.11i, and it 
makes use of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).

Key Scenarios
 WPA2 helps keep user data protected and limits unauthorized access to the network.
 WPA2 also provides security features not only via the use of AES encryption but in the detection 

rogue wireless devices. 
 These security countermeasures help protect the network from intruders and other service attacks.
 WPA2 can help shorten the authentication process as it moves from one access point to another.
 Minimizing the duration of the roaming or handover event is especially important for delivery of   

real-time communication.

Support for AJAX Applications
Description
With JavaScript and XMLDOM support, Internet Explorer Mobile on Windows Mobile 6 can be used as 
a target for dynamic Web applications built using AJAX. This function allows developers another way to 
target the Windows Mobile platform using familiar technologies.
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IP Telephony (VoIP)
Description
VoIP is available as an additional functionality for Windows Mobile 6. While Windows Mobile 6 provides 
the platform for OEMs to build VoIP-enabled devices and solutions, it is not enabled as a VoIP capable 
device by default. The following section discusses the available aspects of this feature in the overall 
Windows Mobile 6 experience. This feature adds VoIP capabilities to select Windows Mobile 6 Standard 
and Professional powered devices. Users can place and receive VoIP calls through the same UI that exists 
for placing cellular calls. It supports the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Subscribe/Notify model for     
voice-mail as well as all applicable Windows Mobile 6 telephone features. Additionally, Internet calling 
settings allow the user to specify when to call over cellular and when to call over VoIP. Microsoft is only 
offering the VoIP application on devices where the phone application exists and the device has a built-in 
802.11 wireless adapter. 

Key Scenarios 
VoIP in Windows Mobile 6 powered devices

 Arnold had previously owned a Windows Mobile 6 Standard powered device and has recently 
upgraded to a VoIP-enabled Windows Mobile 6 Standard powered device. He is pleased that the 
basic call functionality (dialing, putting people on hold, audio conferencing, and forwarding) works 
the same. He rarely needs to be concerned about the medium (cell or IP) through which a phone 
call is being handled.

 A Windows Mobile 6 Standard powered device OEM wants to add its own VoIP stack to the device 
to support video calling. It can connect to the Phone Canvas using the OEM plug-in.

Internet Calling Settings

 Arnold can configure his phone to automatically choose which mode (cell or IP) to initiate outgoing 
calls through, based on availability of cell, Wi-Fi, or wireless network. The configuration is simple but 
expressive enough that the phone nearly always chooses the mode that Arnold wants.

 Arnold is not within his cellular network but has Wi-Fi connectivity. The phone places all calls over 
VoIP.

 Arnold is not within a Wi-Fi network but has cellular service. The phone places all calls over cellular.
Call Forwarding

 Beatrice sets her Windows Mobile 6 Standard powered device to automatically forward to her home 
phone when she doesn’t answer it, giving callers two opportunities to reach her. This setting applies 
to both cellular and VoIP calls.

Privacy: Caller ID Blocking

 Beatrice values her privacy. She doesn’t want the people she calls to see her caller ID information, so 
she sets her phone to block the outgoing information. This setting applies to both cellular and VoIP 
calls.

Voice-mail Support

 Arnold’s cell and VoIP services are provided by different companies. Each has its own voice-mailbox. 
When a new voice-mail message arrives, the phone indicates which mailbox contains the message. 
Arnold has easy access (at most, three clicks) to whichever mailbox he wishes to access.
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Windows Mobile Marketplace
Windows Mobile Marketplace (WMM) is Microsoft’s new framework for delivering applications and 
content to Windows Mobile 6 devices over the air. The WMM framework is built into every Windows 
Mobile 6 powered device in the form of a new client called “Marketplace”. WMM presents catalogs of 
content created by application distributors. The MO or OEM has control over whether or not the client is 
visible and which content distributor or distributors provides the marketplace with content. Alternatively, 
the mobile operator could choose to act as its own content distributor. This structure helps to ensure that 
the MO or OEM retains control over the content available through 
WMM and who sells it. 

Potential for Increased Revenue Stream
One of the most important aspects of WMM is the opportunities it 
provides for the MO to monetize device content sales. The catalog 
is designed to make it easy for users to find and purchase the 
applications they want. WMM requires no installation for the user and 
requires relatively simple provisioning for the MO or OEM, simplifying 
the application-purchasing scenario greatly.

Choice for Operators
WMM offers tremendous choice for both MOs and for users. There are over 1,700 applications certified as 
Designed for Windows Mobile available for WMM. MOs have the opportunity to customize the branding 
and presentation of the catalog as well as the level of integration with their billing engines. Also, content 
choices can be dynamically filtered to help ensure that only applications compatible with the device are 
presented for purchase. Applications downloaded through WMM automatically install and self-activate, 
again helping to ensure an easy-to-use system for users. This helps reduce the burden of support calls on 
MOs.
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This section discusses some enhancements that are available in Windows Mobile® 6 for OEMs. 

Auxiliary Display Support
Description
This feature provides support for an auxiliary display on a Windows Mobile 6 Standard powered device. 
The display consists of one or more plug-ins. A DLL running in Services.exe drives the display, and all UI is 
provided by these plug-ins. There are three application programming interface (API) sets:

 Plug-in related interfaces
 Replacement for the Clamshell Open Animation
 Override for the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) icon

Key Scenarios
Clock and Clamshell Open Animation

 Microsoft-written plug-in displays the time in graphical or text format.
 The time is displayed when the clamshell case is closed.
 While the clamshell case is being opened, an OEM-supplied animation appears on the auxiliary 

display.
Messaging

 Ling glances at the auxiliary display on the outside of her clamshell Standard powered device, and 
she notices that she has a new e-mail message waiting for her (displayed by a Messaging plug-in).

 She opens the phone, the standard Messaging application opens, and she is able to read her e-mail 
message.

Language Provisioning
Description
The internationalization features of Windows Mobile 6 support rich functionality for international 
languages and markets. This feature allows OEMs and Windows Mobile 6 Operators to set the language 
of a Windows Mobile 6 powered device on startup. Language provisioning is built on top of the 
Language Pack work done during the development of Windows Mobile 5.0. It creates a language 
agnostic-device that allows OEMs to load many language versions into Persistent Store. 
On average, each Windows Mobile 6 Professional language is 5 MB to 7 MB for Eastern and Western 
European languages and 10 MB to 12 MB for East Asian languages. Each Windows Mobile 6 Standard 
language version is 0.7 MB.
Language agnostic mobile devices help eliminate the need for forecasting language-specific sales and 
reduce SKU management costs.

Key Scenarios
Ling buys the new Windows Mobile 6 powered device from a store in Germany and turns the device 
on for the first time. The device starts and shows Ling a dialog box that allows her to select a language 
for the device. Once Ling selects the device language, it is permanently installed, and the rest of the 
languages located in Persistent Store are removed.

Section 5: Platform
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Appendix A
Microsoft Exchange Server Feature Compatibility

Advanced Mobile Communications

Feature Exchange 2003 SP2 Exchange 2007

Global Address Lookup for phone

E-mail Flags

“Fetch” e-mail without full sync

Manage OOF notifications

View Attendee Acceptance Status

Increased Mobile Productivity

Forward from appointments

Server e-mail search

Document Access (SharePoint/UNC)

Global Address Lookup for e-mail

Integrated Mobile Business Performance

Storage Card Wipe

New Device Lock Policies

Simplified Mobile administration

Increased policy management and flexibility

OWA Self Service

User reporting through ISS

Integrated monitoring

S/MIME (2003)
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Appendix B
Supported International SKUs

LCID Professional Standard Language

409 WWE WWE

407 GER German

804 CHS Chinese S.

809 UKE UK English

040C FRE French

410 ITA Italian

0C0A ESN Spanish

412 KOR Korean

411 JPN Japanese

404 CHT Chinese T.

413 NLD Dutch

406 DAN Danish

41D SVE Swedish

40B FIN Finnish

414 NOR Norwegian

416 PTB Br. Port.

816 PTG Eur. Port.

405 CSY Czech

418 ROM Romanian

41B SKY Slovak

415 PLK Polish

40E HUN Hungarian

41F TUR Turkish

419 RUS Russian

408 ELL Greek

20 25
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Appendix C
A Brief Introduction to Certificates 
One of the most important aspects of the Windows Mobile ecosystem is its security features. This section 
provides an introduction to certificates, especially as they relate to Windows Mobile powered devices. 
This is not intended to be a comprehensive introduction to certificates or security features but a basic 
primer to help readers gain some context around and understand the security feature discussions in the 
rest of this guide.

What are Certificates and How Do Customers Use Them?
Digital certificates represent pieces of evidence that can be used to determine the trustworthiness of 
the entities that they represent. This is why common, everyday objects like a house key, a hand written 
signature, or a certified document (e.g., a diploma) is often used as an analogy for the functionality of a 
digital certificate.

Building Trust Using Certificates
Trust is typically established between two objects by a trusted third party (also known as the Certificate 
Authority). This is roughly analogous to the trust that one person can develop for another person based 
on the recommendation of their good friend (e.g., “I don’t know George at all, but my trustworthy friend, 
Tim, says George is OK, so I’ll invite George to my party.”)
Therefore, it takes three components to create trust using digital certificates. To illustrate this concept, 
two key Windows Mobile scenarios for trust building are described below.
Building Trust Using Certificates in the SSL Scenario

Figure 1: The SSL client authentication Case: Creating Trust Using a Certificate Authority

In most cases, in SSL authentication the client must determine whether the server is trusted based on 
the server’s certificate. However, SSL client authentication, used in a number of scenarios for Windows 
Mobile powered devices, allows the server to also determine trust for the client’s certificate. In Figure 1,  
a server develops trust for the client based on the certificate presented by the client. Here is the process:
1. The server installs the certificate of the Certificate Authority itself. This certificate resides in the
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	 ROOT	certificate	store	of	the	server.	This	process	is	generally	completed	by	the	server	admin	who	
chooses	to	trust	the	authority	of	the	Certificate	Authority.		

2.	 The	client	“enrolls”	for	a	certificate	from	the	certificate	authority.	In	general,	this	process	requires	the	
client	to	provide	a	good	reason	why	the	certificate	authority	should	trust	the	client.	This	is	typically	
based	on	user	or	computer	authentication.

3.	 The	client	attempts	to	assert	its	identity	to	the	server	by	providing	its	digital	certificate	to	the	
server.	The	server	examines	the	certificate	to	see	if	it	is	trusted.	The	trust	is	established	through	
“chaining	the	client	certificate	to	a	certificate	in	its	ROOT	certificate	store.	For	more	on	“chaining,”	
see	“Certificate	validation	using	ROOT	and	CA	certificates,”	later	in	this	document.	When	the	chain	is	
validated,	the	server	then	trusts	that	the	client	is	the	identity	that	was	asserted.

Building Trust Using Certificates for Windows Mobile Application Security Features
Windows	Mobile	Application	Access	Security	Features	also	use	this	same	basic	trust	model	but	is	
distinctly	different	from	SSL-style	handling	of	trust.	Trust	is	established	between	an	application	and	
the	Windows	Mobile	Operating	System.	The	Third	Party	Certificate	Authority	in	this	case	is	the	device	
administrator,	who	adds	the	certificates	used	for	authentication	to	the	device.	

Figure 2: Application Installation Trust Figure 3: Application Execution Trust

Figure	2	describes	the	three	entities	involved	in	trust	for	Windows	Mobile	Installation	Security.	The	trust	
of	the	installation	file	(a	.CAB	file)	is	checked	by	the	Windows	Mobile	Operating	System	against	the	third	
party	authority.	In	this	case,	the	third	party	authority	is	the	administrator	who	has	permissions	to	install	
certificates	in	the	SPC	store	of	the	device.
Figure	3	describes	a	similar	type	of	trust	validation	based	on	digital	signatures.	But	in	this	case,	the	entity	
being	authenticated	to	the	Windows	Mobile	Operating	System	is	an	application	or	library.	Similar	to	the	
installation	case,	the	.exe	or	.dll	signature	is	checked	against	certificates	in	the	“Privileged	Execution	Trust	
Authorities”	store.

What are Keys?
Although	certificates	are	visible	and	well	known	to	the	administrator	and,	sometimes	the	user,	the	more	
important	components	for	ensuring	trust	are	the	keys	represented	by	the	certificate.	Keys	are	generated	
and	maintained	on	the	desktop	OS	using	Cryptographic	Service	Providers	(CSPs).	They	come	in	many	
different	sizes,	but	there	are	still	two	basic	kinds:	symmetric	and	public/private	pairs.	
Symmetric	keys	are	typically	used	to	provide	a	seed	for	encryption	of	data	between	two	entities.	Both	
entities	have	the	identical,	symmetric	key	and	can,	therefore,	encrypt	and	decrypt	all	the	data	flowing	
between	them.	Symmetric	keys	are	typically	distributed	based	on	an	identity	and	trust	validated	using	
asymmetric	keys	(i.e.,	by	a	public/private	key	pair).	Because	certificates	are	typically	associated	with	
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asymmetric	keys	or	a	public/private	key	pair,	we	won’t	dwell	further	on	symmetric	keys	here	and	will	
focus	on	public/private	key	pairs.
A	key	pair	consisting	of	the	private	and	public	key	is	generated	using	key	generation	algorithms	in	the	
CSP.	The	public	and	private	key	pair	has	an	arithmetic	relationship	that	mitigates	spoofing	through	a	
very	low	probability	of	guessing	one	key	based	on	the	other.	The	private	key	is	the	identifying	piece	
of	information	for	the	entity	that	it	represents.	It	is	imperative	that	the	secret	of	the	private	key	be	
maintained.	On	the	other	hand,	the	public	key	is	built	to	be	distributed	to	other	entities	as	much	as	
necessary.	
The	public	key	is	used	by	one	entity	to	perform	cryptographic	operations	that	the	private	key	on	a	
separate	entity	can	then	complete	because	of	the	arithmetic	relationship	between	the	public	and	private	
key.	For	instance,	the	public	key	can	be	used	to	encrypt	data	that	only	the	private	key	can	decrypt.	Or	the	
private	key	can	be	used	by	one	entity	to	digitally	sign	some	data	that	another	entity	can	verify	using	the	
public	key.

How Do Identity Certificates Get Generated and Associated With Public 
Keys?
There	are	many	uses	for	the	arithmetic	relationship	between	public	and	private	keys.	However,	none	of	
these	applications	can	be	used	unless	the	key	pair	is	associated	to	a	known	entity	and	the	association	can	
be	trusted.	Certificates	are	used	to	associate	the	public	key	to	the	entity	they	represent.	Furthermore,	
certificates	present	a	way	to	check	their	validity	so	that	the	association	can	be	trusted.

Appendix	D
SKU Comparison: Standard and Professional
Both	the	Standard	and	Professional	editions	of	Windows	Mobile	6	are	great	options	for	mobile	messaging.	
Windows	Mobile	6	Standard	is	a	non-touchscreen	platform,	designed	for	one-handed	use,	while	Windows	
Mobile	6	Professional	powered	devices	offer	a	touchscreen	enabled	for	flexible	input.	Together,	both	of	
these	editions	provide	a	broad	range	of	device	choices.	This	section	discusses	key	differences	in	terms	

of	user	interface,	the	security-enhanced	model,	platform	
functionality,	and	Microsoft	Office	Mobile	functionality.

User Interface
The	Standard	edition	uses	the	homescreen	UI,	while	
Professional	uses	the	Today	Screen	UI.	Both	interfaces	
provide	fast,	easy	access	to	personal	data	and	applications.	
Key	features	of	the	homescreen	UI	include:
	 		Dynamically	changing	links	to	recently	used		 	
	 		applications
	 		Interface	that	is	designed	to	be	very	easy	to	use
	 	 		While	the	Today	Screen	UI	is	also	designed	to			
	 							be	easy	to		use,	it	offers	a	number	of	additional		
	 	 		features:
	 						Customizable	drop-down	Start	menu
	 	 						Comprehensive	information	at	a	glance
	 	 						Dynamically	changing	items	on	Today	screen
	Windows	Mobile	6	Professional	devices	have	a	touchscreen,		
	which	supports	enhanced	input	flexibility.	The	touchscreen		
	enables	a	number	of	features	in	Professional	edition	devices,	
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including:
	 Tap	&	Hold,	Cut	&	Paste
	 Soft	Input	Panel
	 Handwritten	notes	as	input

Windows Mobile Code Execution Control
Windows	Mobile	6	applications	run	in	one	of	three	execution	modes,	Privileged,	Normal,	and	Unsigned.	
These	modes	determine	which	APIs	and	behaviors	an	application	is	able	to	access.	In	the	default	
configuration	for	Windows	Mobile	6,	access	to	the	different	execution	modes	is	controlled	with	special	
digital	certificates	known	as	the	Mobile2Market	(M2M)	certificates.	Access	also	varies	slightly	by	device	
type	as	follows:

Windows	Mobile	6	Standard	powered	devices	have	a	two-tiered	access	system.	
In	this	model,	applications	signed	with	a	Normal	Mobile2Market	(M2M)	certificate:
	 Can	call	all	Normal	APIs	and	access	parts	of	the	registry	without	user	permission	
	 Can	access	the	file	system	as	read	only
	 Cannot	call	Privileged	APIs
	 Cannot	modify	restricted	registry	locations
Applications	signed	with	Privileged	M2M	certificates:
	 Can	call	all	APIs	without	user	permissions
	 Have	full	device	access	without	user	permissions	(e.g.,	to	the	file	system	and	hardware	interfaces)

Drivers	and	pre-startup	applications	require	Privileged	mode	signing.
In	the	default	configuration	for	two-tiered	devices,	unsigned	applications	have	the	same	execution	access	
as	applications	signed	with	Normal	M2M	certificates	once	the	user	permission	has	been	given	through	a	
prompt.	

Windows	Mobile	6	Professional	powered	devices	have	a	one-tier	access	system.
In	this	model,	applications	signed	with	a	Normal	M2M	certificate:
	 Can	call	both	Normal	and	Privileged	APIs	without	user	permission	
	 Can	modify	restricted	registry	locations
Applications	signed	with	a	Privileged	M2M	certificate:
	 Can	call	both	Normal	and	Privileged	APIs	without	user	permission	
	 Can	modify	restricted	registry	locations
	 Can	install	before	startup	as	is	frequently	necessary	for	drivers

In	the	default	configuration	for	one-tier	devices,	unsigned	applications	can	make	calls	to	normal	APIs	
with	user	permission,	again	with	a	prompt.

Microsoft’s	standard	Windows	Mobile	code	execution	model	is	described	in	the	table	on	the	opposite	
page,	for	both	Professional	(one-tier)	and	Standard	(two-tier)	devices.	Signed	with	a	Privileged	certificate,	
applications	can	access	all	APIs	as	well	as	drivers	and	pre-boot	behaviors.	Applications	signed	with	a	
Normal	certificate,	running	on	Professional	(1	tier)	devices,	can	access	both	Privileged	and	Normal	APIs.	
However,	in	2	tier	(Standard)	devices,	applications	signed	with	a	Normal	certificate	can	only	access	
Normal	APIs.	In	both	one-tier	and	2	tier	access	models,	applications	with	unsigned	certificates	may	be	
able	to	use	Normal	APIs,	and	may	require	a	user	prompt.	It	is	important	to	note	that	this	code	execution	
control	model	is	the	default	schematic	for	Windows	Mobile	device,	but	it	may	be	changed	for	specific	
devices	by	the	mobile	operator	and/or	OEM.
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1 Tier 2 Tier
API Behaviors API Behaviors

Privileged Unprivileged Drivers,		
Pre-Boot Privileged Unprivileged Drivers,		

Pre-Boot
Privileged	
Certificate YES YES YES Privileged	

Certificate YES YES YES

Unprivileged	
Certificate YES YES Unprivileged	

Certificate YES

Non-Signed MAYBE Non-Signed MAYBE

Platform Functionality
Both	the	Standard	and	Professional	editions	of	Windows	Mobile	6	are	designed	to	provide	great	mobile	
messaging,	further	the	user’s	mobile	productivity,	provide	improved	mobile	time	management,	and	
enhance	mobile	business	performance.	

Great Mobile Messaging
Windows	Mobile	6	Standard	and	Professional	editions	offer	great	mobile	messaging.	Windows	Mobile	
6	provides	faster	access	to	contacts	with	Smartdial,	Global	Address	Lookup	and	VoiceCommand	1.6	
support,	now	for	both	Standard	and	Professional	Editions.	Efficient	management	of	e-mail,	thanks	
to	features	like	SmartFilter,	the	ability	to	flag	messages,	set	one’s	OOF	and	“Fetch”	long	messages,	is	
standard	on	all	Windows	Mobile	6	powered	devices.	Both	SKUs	are	designed	to	provide	fidelity	and	
security	enhancements	in	e-mail,	such	as	support	for	HTML	e-mail	and	IRM	messages.	

Mobile Productivity and Time Management
Windows	Mobile	6	devices	provide	great	collaboration	and	information	access	features,	including	
access	to	URL-linked	share	documents,	and	the	ability	to	search	Exchange	Server	e-mail.	Search	is	a	
major	component	of	the	Windows	Mobile	6	release,	and	both	Standard	and	Professional	devices	offer	
Smart	searches	(like	Smartdial	and	SmartFilter),	Global	Address	Lookup	and	Windows	Live	Search.	The	
Professional	edition	also	has	an	on-device	search	application.	Windows	Mobile	6	is	designed	to	improve	
time	management	for	users	through	features	such	as	new	calendar	views,	the	ability	to	view	meeting	
attendees	and	status,	forward	meeting	requests	and	full	synchronization	of	tasks	for	both	Standard	and	
Professional	devices.	The	Professional	SKU	adds	the	ability	to	send	new	meeting	requests.

Mobile Business Performance
Windows	Mobile	6	provides	simple	administration,	monitoring,	and	policy	management.	Windows	
Mobile	6	is	designed	to	support	improved	device	control	and	security	features,	including	storage	card	
encryption,	device	lock	policies,	certificates,	and	IRM	e-mail	support.	Windows	Mobile	6	Professional	
edition	also	offers	the	new	Remote	Desktop	Mobile	client.
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Office Mobile
Windows	Mobile	6	Standard	now	offers	Office	Mobile.	The	following	table	compares	Office	Mobile	
features	for	Standard	and	Professional	devices.

Feature Standard Professional

Document Viewing and Editing

Support for IRM documents

New Document Creation

Enhanced Word Mobile editing tools
			Cut/copy/paste
			Spell	check
			Word	Count

Word® Mobile Formatting
	 			Fonts

	 			Toolbar
	 			Paragraphs

Excel® Mobile tools
	 			Cut/copy/paste

	 			Insert/Modify/Delete	Chart

Support for enhanced Powerpoint® 

Mobile	viewing	&	playback	options:
	 			Landscape	&	Portrait	mode	
	 			Animation	and	Transitions
	 			Media
	 			Zoom

Summary
The	following	graphic	summarizes	the	Windows	Mobile	6	SKUs.

New Product Families 

Standard Pro	 Classic
Platform

Base	Platform	and	Application	-	
inculding:
	 Outlook	Mobile
	 Internet	Explore	Mobile
	 Media	Player	Mobile
	 ActiveSync

Touch	Screen	UI
Windows	Mobile	Update
Windows	Mobile	Marketplace
1	Tier	Security

2	Tier	Security

IP	Telephony

O
ptional

A
pplica-
tions

Office	Mobile
Windows	Live!
Voice	Command	1.6
Remote	Desktop	Mobile
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Appendix	E	
Supported Screen Resolutions
	

Resolution Orientation

Standard

176	x	220 Portrait

240	x	320	(QVGA) Portrait	&	Landscape

400	x	240	(WQVGA) Landscape

Professional 

240	x	240	 Square

480	x	480	(VGA) Square

320	x	320 Square

240	x	320 Portrait	&	Landscape
480	x	640	(VGA) Portrait	&	Landscape

480	x	800	(WVGA) Portrait	&	Landscape

	
	
Appendix	F	
Windows Mobile 6 Brand Guidelines

Windows Mobile 6 Versions and Taxonomy
Version	Name	Changes
With	Windows	Mobile	6,	Microsoft	is	changing	the	names	of	the	three	versions	of	the	Operating	System	
from	the	conventions	of	past	releases,	as	shown	in	the	following	table.

Windows Mobile 5.0 Windows Mobile 6

Windows	Mobile	5.0	for	SmartPhone Windows	Mobile	6	Standard

Windows	Mobile	5.0	for	Pocket	PC	Phone	Edition Windows	Mobile	6	Professional

Windows	Mobile	5.0	for	Pocket	PC Windows	Mobile	6	Classic

This	change	in	version	names	will	better	align	the	brand	with	the	evolution	of	the	market	from	traditional	
handheld	devices	to	today’s	telephony-enabled	“smart”	devices.	The	new	version	names	connect	the	two	
telephony-based	versions	of	Windows	Mobile	6	in	a	hierarchy	that	reflects	their	relative	functionality:	
Standard	(optimized	for	devices	without	touchscreens)	and	Professional	(designed	for	devices	with	
touchscreens).	The	Classic	version	of	the	release	is	designed	for	traditional	PDA	devices,	which	do	not	
provide	mobile	telephony.	
Windows	Mobile	is	also	now	powering	an	increasing	variety	of	device	form	factors,	many	of	which	are	
blurring	the	traditional	concepts	of	phone	and	PDA.	These	new	device	styles	and	forms	factors	have	
rendered	the	previous	Windows	Mobile	version	names	(which	were	based	on	device	form	factors)		
out-of-sync	with,	and	sometimes	counterintuitive	to,	common	marketplace	conventions.

Device Taxonomy and Description Changes
Along	with	the	new	version	names,	we	are	officially	retiring	the	terms	Pocket	PC	and	Pocket	PC	Phone	
Edition.	In	the	future,	we	will	use	more	conventional	terms	when	referring	to	Windows	Mobile	powered	
devices:	We	will	refer	to	devices	based	on	Windows	Mobile	as	either	smartphones	or	PDAs.	
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Windows Mobile 5.0 Windows Mobile 6

Version Preferred	device	
description

Version Preferred	device	
description

Windows	Mobile	5.0	
for	SmartPhone

Windows	Mobile	
powered	SmartPhone

Standard
Windows 
Mobile powered 
smartphone

Windows	Mobile	5.0	
for	Pocket	PC	Phone	
Edition

Windows	Mobile	
powered	Pocket PC 
Phone

Professional
Windows 
Mobile powered 
smartphone

Windows	Mobile	5.0	
for	Pocket	PC

Windows	Mobile	
powered	Pocket PC

Classic Windows Mobile 
powered PDA

Application Compatibility and Windows Mobile Powered Devices
There	are	differences	between	the	Standard and Professional versions of	Windows	Mobile	6.	These	
differences	mean	that	applications	developed	for	one	version	may	not	operate	on	devices	running	the	
other	version.	(Classic will	run	the	same	applications	as	Professional.)

It	is	critical	that	anyone	offering	Windows	Mobile	applications	clearly	and	unambiguously	guide	their	
customers	to	the	applications	compatible	with	their	specific	device.	We	recommend	a	very	simple	
approach:	
1.	 Direct	a	customer’s	attention	to	their	particular	device	to	determine	whether	it	has	a	touchscreen.
2.	 Catalog	and/or	clearly	identify	individual	applications	as	compatible	with	either	touchscreen	or	

non‑touchscreen	Windows	Mobile	powered	devices.

This	approach	has	the	advantage	of	being	effective	for	both	Windows	Mobile	5.0	and	Windows	Mobile	6	
powered	devices,	and	it	does	not	require	customers	to	identify	the	specific	release	(5.0	or	6)	or	version	of	
Windows	Mobile	on	their	devices.

Here	is	an	illustration	of	this	approach	on	the	Windows	Mobile	website	in	the	Support	section,	where	it	is	
necessary	for	customers	to	distinguish	between	touchscreen	and	non-touchscreen	devices	to	ensure	that	
they	follow	the	correct	setup	process	for	their	device:	
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Getting Started
Follow	these	step-by-step	instructions	to	get	up	and	running.
Important:	 Setup	 differs	 depending	 on	 the	 kind	 of	 Windows	 Mobile	 powered	 device	 you	 have:	 a	
Professional	or	Standard	powered	device.	If	your	device	has	a	stylus	and	you	can	write	on	the	screen,	it	is	
a	Professional	powered	device.	Otherwise,	it	is	a	Standard	powered	device.	Also,	on	Professional	powered	
devices,	the	Windows	flag	logo	appears	on	the	top	left	of	the	screen.	On	Standard	powered	devices,	the	
Windows	flag	log	appears	on	the	bottom	left.

Setup Instructions for your Windows Mobile Device

1.	 Set	date	and	time
2.	 Enter	text	and	numbers
3.	 Set	up	e-mail
4.	 Send	SMS	text	messages
5.	 Synchronize	with	a	PC
6.	 Browse	the	Web
7.	 Personalize	your	device
8.	 Beyond	the	basics
9.	 See	the	Getting	Started	tutorial

1.	 Set	date	and	time
2.	 Enter	text	and	numbers
3.	 Set	up	e-mail
4.	 Send	SMS	text	messages
5.	 Synchronize	with	a	PC
6.	 Browse	the	Web
7.	 Personalize	your	device
8.	 Beyond	the	basics
9.	 See	the	Getting	Started	tutorial

Note: This example is for illustration only. It does not reflect current Web site content.

Smartphone  
With Touch Screen

Smartphone 
No Touch Screen
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Windows Mobile 5.0 and 6 Copy Conventions and Trademarks
When referring to… Use… Notes

The	brand	or	the	
platform	 	 Windows	Mobile®

	 Use	 in	 headlines	 and	 copy	
to	 refer	 to	 the	 brand	 or	
platform.	

	 Do	 not	 precede	 Windows	
Mobile	with	Microsoft.

Specific	releases	of	the	
software	

	 Windows	Mobile®	5.0
	 Windows	Mobile®	6

	 These	terms	may	be	
followed	by	the	descriptors	
software	or	operating	
system.

Specific	versions	of	
Windows	Mobile	
releases

	 Windows	Mobile®	5.0	for	SmartPhone	

	 Windows	Mobile®	5.0	for	Pocket	PC	
Phone	Edition

	 Windows	Mobile®	5.0	for	Pocket	PC
	 Windows	Mobile®	6	Standard
	 Windows	Mobile®	6	Professional
	 Windows	Mobile®	6	Classic	

	 Versions	should	be	used	
only	when	such	specificity	
is	required	(e.g.,	technical	
specifications,	application	
compatibility).

	 These	terms	should	
generally	not	be	used	
for	end-user	marketing	
communications.

Compatible	
applications	

	 [application]	is	designed	for	Windows	
Mobile®.	

Partner	solution	
offerings	

	 Windows	Mobile®-based	solutions	from	
[partner]

Devices	running	
Windows	Mobile	
software	

Windows	Mobile®	powered	SmartPhone	for	
devices	running:
	 Windows	Mobile®	5.0	for	SmartPhone
	 Windows	Mobile®	5.0	for	Pocket	PC	
Phone	Edition

	 Windows	Mobile®	6	Standard
	 Windows	Mobile®	6	Professional

	 Telephony	devices	should	be	
referred	to	as	SmartPhones.

	 Devices	should	never	be	
referred	to	as	Pocket PCs,	
Pocket PC Phones, or Pocket 
PC Phone Editions.

Windows	Mobile®	powered	PDA	for	devices	
running:
	 Windows	Mobile®	5.0	for	Pocket	PC
	 Windows	Mobile®	6	Classic	

	 Devices	without	telephony	
should	be	referred	to	as	
PDAs.

	 Devices	should	never	be	
referred	to	as	Pocket	PCs.

Microsoft	Office	
Mobile	applications	

	 Microsoft®	Office	Mobile
	 Microsoft®	Office	Word	Mobile
	 Microsoft®	Office	Excel®	Mobile
	 Microsoft®	Office	Outlook®	Mobile
	 Microsoft®	Office	PowerPoint®	Mobile	

	 The	Microsoft	Office	Mobile	
brand	and	its	applications	
must	always	be	referred	
to	by	full	name	on	first	
mention—never	simply	
“Office”	or	“Office	Mobile.”

	 Microsoft Office	may	be	
omitted	in	subsequent	
references.
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When referring to… Use… Notes

Other	Microsoft	
applications	available	
on	the	Windows	
Mobile	platform	

	 Windows	Media®	Player	Mobile
	 Internet	Explorer®	Mobile
	 Windows	LiveTM	
	 Windows	LiveTM	Search	

Direct	Push	capabilities	

	 Use	the	terms	Direct	Push	Technology,	
Direct	Push	e-mail,	or	Direct	Push	
synchronization	as	appropriate	for	
communications	purposes.	For	example:

	 Note	that	Direct	Push	
e-mail	and	Direct	Push	
synchronization	of	Outlook	
calendar,	contacts,	and	
tasks	are	available	only	in	
conjunction	with	Microsoft	
Exchange	Server	2003	SP2	
and	later.		

	 Windows	Mobile®	featuring	Direct	Push	
Technology

	 The	Windows	Mobile®	powered	[device]	
is	Direct	Push	e-mail	capable.

	 When	paired	with	a	Microsoft	Exchange	
Server	2003	SP	2,	the	Windows	Mobile®	
powered	[device]	is	capable	of	Direct	
Push	synchronization	of	Microsoft	Office	
Outlook	e-mail,	calendar,	contacts,	and	
tasks.	

Trademark TM	Status Usage	Notes

ActiveSync ®

	 Microsoft	ActiveSync®		

(permitted	after	1st	
mention)

	 ActiveSync®	(permitted	after	
1st	mention)

Excel ®

	 Microsoft®	Office	Excel®	(1st	
mention)

	 Excel	(permitted	after	1st	
mention)

	 Microsoft®	Office	Excel®	
Mobile	(1st	mention)

	 Excel	Mobile	(permitted	
after	1st	mention)

Internet	Explorer ®
	 Internet	Explorer®

	 Internet	Explorer®	Mobile

Office none

	 Microsoft®	Office	(1st	
mention)

	 Office	(permitted	after	1st	
mention)

	 Microsoft®	Office	Mobile	
(1st	mention)

	 Office	Mobile	(permitted	
after	1st	mention)
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When referring to… Use… Notes

Outlook ®

	 Microsoft®	Office	Outlook®	
(1st	mention)

	 Outlook	(permitted	after	1st	
mention)

	 Microsoft®	Office	Outlook®	
Mobile	(1st	mention)

	 Outlook	Mobile	(permitted	
after	1st	mention)

PowerPoint ®

	 Microsoft®	Office	
PowerPoint®	(1st	mention)

	 PowerPoint	(permitted	after	
1st	mention)

	 Microsoft®	Office	
PowerPoint®	Mobile

	 PowerPoint	Mobile	
(permitted	after	1st	
mention)

Windows ®
	 Windows®

	 Should	NOT	be	preceded	by	
“Microsoft.”

Windows	Live TM
	 Windows	LiveTM
	 Should	NOT	be	preceded	by	
Microsoft.

Windows	Media ®
	 Windows	Media®	Player	
Mobile

	 Windows	Media®	Player

Windows	Mobile ®
	 Windows	Mobile®

	 Should	NOT	be	preceded	by	
Microsoft.

Word none

	 Microsoft®	Office	Word	(1st	
mention)

	 Word	(permitted	after	1st	
mention)

	 Microsoft®	Office	Word	
Mobile	(1st	mention)

	 Word	Mobile	(permitted	
after	1st	mention)

Helping Customers with Application Compatibility and Windows Mobile 
Powered Devices
Applications	developed	for	Windows	Mobile	6 Professional and Classic	may	not	operate	on	devices	
running	the	Standard	version	and	vice	versa.	Similarly,	applications	developed	for	either	of	the	two	
Pocket	PC	versions	of	Windows	Mobile	5.0	may	not	operate	on	devices	running	Windows	Mobile	5.0	for	
SmartPhone.	
It	is	therefore	critical	that	anyone	offering	applications	for	Windows	Mobile	powered	devices	clearly	and	
unambiguously	guide	their	customers	to	the	applications	compatible	with	their	device.	We	recommend	a	
simple	approach:
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1.	 Direct	customers’	attention	to	their	device	to	determine	whether	the	device	has	a	touchscreen.
2.	 Catalog	and/or	clearly	identify	individual	applications	as	compatible	with	either	touchscreen	or	

non-touchscreen	Windows	Mobile	powered	devices.
This	approach	is	equally	effective	for	devices	running	Windows	Mobile	5.0	or	6,	and	it	does	not	require	
customers	to	determine	the	specific	release	(5.0	or	6)	or	version	(Standard, Professional or Classic)	of	
Windows	Mobile	on	their	devices.

Appendix	G	
Bluetooth Enhancements
Overview
Bluetooth	is	a	wireless	connectivity	and	synchronization	technology	
that	provides	support	for	both	voice	and	data	services.	Bluetooth	
functionality	transfers	small	amounts	of	data,	but	can	provide	
tremendous	convenience	for	the	user;	the	common	set	of	Bluetooth	
standards	helps	ensure	compatibility	with	a	broad	range	of	
accessories,	peripherals	and	devices	for	use	with	Windows	Mobile	
powered	devices.	Microsoft’s	approach	to	Bluetooth	is	to	provide	
a	robust	and	high-performance	protocol	stack	for	OEMs,	mobile	
operators	and	developers.	This	appendix	details	some	of	the	typical	usage	scenarios	for	Windows	Mobile	
powered	devices,	and	also	provides	information	on	key	Bluetooth	features	for	Windows	Mobile	powered	
devices.

Typical Usage Scenarios
	 Audio	Services

	 	 Wireless	headset	for	phones
	 	 Hands	Free	Phone	Operation	(Car	Kits)
	 	 Stereo	Music
	 Wireless	Data	Services

	 	 Internet	Connectivity
	 	 						Modem	emulation
	 	 						Wireless	Access	Point	gateway
	 	 Data	Exchange
	 	 						ActiveSync
	 	 						File	Exchange
	 	 						Ad	hoc	data	(Contact	lists,	battery	indicator,	etc)
	 Cable	Replacement

	 	 HID	Devices	-	Keyboard,	mouse
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Key Bluetooth Features in Windows Mobile 6 Powered Devices
	 Hands	Free	Profile	(HFP)	1.5	and	Headset	Profiles

	 	 Call	management	features,	such	as:
	 	 						Call	holding,	forwarding,	conferencing
	 	 Indicator	information,	such	as:
	 	 						Battery	indicator	
	 Advanced	Audio	Distribution	Profiles	(A2DP)

	 	 Improved	handset	quality,	including	16	bit/16	kHz	
	 audio	(requires	hardware	and	headset	compatibility)
	 Audio/Video	Remote	Control	Profile	(AVRCP)

	 	 Support	for	controlling	a	target	audio	device	as	a	
	 Bluetooth	remote	control
	 Voice	Command	support
	 Internet	Sharing	and	Personal	Area	Network	(PAN)

	 	 Provides	a	mobile	gateway	to	access	the	
Internet	or	an	intranet

	 	 Transferring	data	between	two	Bluetooth	
devices

	 	 Membership	in	a	Bluetooth	network	for	
data	sharing	or	gaming	purposes

	 ActiveSync	synchronization	capabilities
	 File	transfer	and	“beaming”
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The	information	contained	in	this	document	represents	the	current	view	of	Microsoft	Corporation	on	
the	issues	discussed	as	of	the	date	of	publication.	Because	Microsoft	must	respond	to	changing	market	
conditions,	it	should	not	be	interpreted	to	be	a	commitment	on	the	part	of	Microsoft,	and	Microsoft	
cannot	guarantee	the	accuracy	of	any	information	presented	after	the	date	of	publication.	Schedules	and	
features	contained	in	this	document	are	subject	to	change.	

This	document	is	for	informational	purposes	only.	MICROSOFT	MAKES	NO	WARRANTIES,	EXPRESS,	
IMPLIED	OR	STATUTORY,	AS	TO	THE	INFORMATION	IN	THIS	DOCUMENT.

Direct	Push	Technology	requires	Windows	Mobile	5.0	with	the	Messaging	and	Security	Feature	Pack	
(MSFP)	connected	with	Exchange	Server	2003	Service	Pack	2.	Available	programs,	features,	and	
functionality	vary	by	device	and	Windows	Mobile	operating	system	version.

Available	programs,	features,	and	functionality	vary	by	device,	Windows	Mobile	operating	system	
version	and	version	of	Exchange	Server	used.		Connectivity	and	synchronization	may	require	separately	
purchased	equipment	and/or	wireless	products	(e.g.,	WiFi	card,	network	software,	server	hardware,	
and/or	redirector	software).	Service	plans	are	required	for	Internet,	WiFi	and	phone	access.		Features	
and	performance	may	vary	by	service	provider	and	are	subject	to	network	limitations.	See	device	
manufacturer,	service	provider	and/or	corporate	IT	department	for	details.	

©2007	Microsoft	Corporation.	All	rights	reserved.

Microsoft,	.Net	CF2,	ActiveSync,	Excel,	Exchange	Server,	Internet	Explorer,	Live,	Office,	OneNote,	Outlook,	
PowerPoint,	SharePoint,	SQL	Server,	Windows,	Windows	Media,	Windows	Mobile,	Windows	Vista,	and	
Windows	XP	are	either	registered	trademarks	or	trademarks	of	Microsoft	Corporation	in	the	United	
States	and/or	other	countries.

The	Bluetooth®	word	mark	and	logos	are	owned	by	the	Bluetooth	SIG,	Inc.	and	any	use	of	such	marks	by	
Microsoft	is	under	license.	Other	trademarks	and	trade	names	are	those	of	their	respective	owners.
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